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Preview to The Gotham Vampyre Archives
2nd Edition
We are pleased to release the official Preview of the upcoming 2nd
Edition to the Gotham Vampyre Archives Publication. Within this
preview you will find an updated and full Lexicon of terminology,
new and revised articles, submissions to our new Artistic
Expressions section and more. This is an in-depth “Sneak Peek” to
the full Anthology which is over 300 pages long within the 2nd
edition. The projected release of the 2nd edition is this Halloween
(October 31st, 2014) and is the most up to date and complete work
on The Gotham Community, History and Traditions as well as;
giving an Introduction to an off shoot project being worked on by Sir
Traveler Asura-MacPhee under the Pro Rege Production banner;
chronicling the many Halos and communities within the Vampyre
Nation across the country and globally.
The original release of the Archives set a precedent and was
influential not only within Gotham Halo but across the greater
community. It is our hope that this edition fills many gaps and gives
a fuller understanding into our practices and History as well as
serves the many generations to come.
If their shall be any further future editions it will come in the way of
a magazine updating format more than likely spearheaded by my
direct Chylders if they so choose to continue my work. This is going
to more than likely be my last full publication that I personally head.
I will always play a role in any future works however; I now leave the
mantle to my own chylder to succeed me; as my sire challenged me,
I so too challenge my own. Please enjoy this preview in anticipation
to the October release.
Thank you
In the Blood and Dharma of the Great Way
Lord Shaolin Asura-MacPhee
2nd Chair Elder of House Sabretooth MacPhee
Chief Composer to the Gotham Vampyre Archives
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Original Sigils of Gotham Halo
Origins, Meanings and Traditions
Organized by
Lord Shaolin Asura-MacPhee Abani Sabretooth MacPhee
Original Clan Sabretooth Ankh/Legacy Ankh
This Ankh was designed and produced at the commissioned
request By Master Metal Manipulator Lord Regent D’Drennan
in late 1996/early 1997 for the direct purposes of the Original
Clan Sabretooth which was the majority of the early Gotham
Community. The concept of this ankh came from the movie “The
Hunger” along with Middle Eastern and Egyptian influence as it
pertains to the meaning of an Ankh. This Sigil was exclusively for
the members of the Original Clan Sabretooth and
families/household within. The name “Legacy Ankh” was
established after Lord Regent D’Drennan passed as a tribute to
his contributions.
Sanguine Ankh/the “Ronin Ankh”
The Sanguine/Sanguinarium Ankh was also designed and
produced at the commissioned request By Master Metal
Manipulator Lord Regent D’Drennan roughly a year after the
release of the Clan Sabretooth Ankh. The need for a secondary
ankh had shown true for those that where Ronin or new to the
community with no formal connection to Clan Sabretooth. This
would be viewed as a “starter Ankh” for those new to the Blood
hence, the name “Ronin Ankh” was quickly associated with it.
This Ankh was made in pewter and nickel silver whereas the
Clan piece was Starling Silver.

Sanguine Ankh 2nd edition/ The Strigoi Vii Ankh
The 2nd edition of the Sanguine ankh was created around
2001/2002 and replaced the original D’Drennan Sanguine
design. This edition was to be more in line with the Spirituality
of the Living Vampyre and the early Strigoi Vii philosophies. It
would still represent those new to the Blood or Ronin but it also
was a symbol of the Vampyric “Soul” in terms of metaphysical
understanding.
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Original House Sahjaza Ankh/Legacy Ankh “A” edition
“Sabretooth Alfa”
This is the original House Ankh for House Temple Sahjaza which was originally
known as the 2nd edition “Legacy Ankh “A” edition (“A” to speak of The “Alfa” of
the original Clan Sabretooth, when the Clan had dissolved. Both High Elders of the
original Clan was and are addressed as the “Alfa and
Omega” of the Lineage started by Both…) The Ankh

design was based from the original Clan ankh
Following in line with Tradition and casted by Sir
Joseph “The Jeweler” MacPhee Abani House
Sabretooth MacPhee at the request of the
Matriarch of Temple Sahjaze Goddess Rosemary
via her chylder Father “T.S.”. This Ankh remained
in ownership of House Sahjaza until the departure
of “the Alfa” in which the ankh was taken with and
in essence through time and actions, became “unofficially” the 3rd incarnation of the Sanguine
Ankh; directly in current time tying to the outer
circle teachings and path of all things Father “T.S.”.
This sigil is more commonly viewed for affiliations
such as. Fang clients, supporters of his books,
events and beginning teachings of his philosophies
furthermore being open for public sale Via Alchemy Goth and is currently made
from pewter whereas the original Sahjaza was in Starling Silver.
THIS IS
NOT WHAT IT WAS INTENDED TO REPRESENT… House Temple
Sahjaza has since created a new Sigil to call their own and no longer affricates
with this Ankh and what it currently stands for.
Sabretooth V. Resurrection “SVR” Ankh
The SVR Ankh is the Modern reincarnation of its predecessor,
the original Clan Sabretooth/Legacy Ankh. It was made and
created to honor our heritage and traditional lineage back to
the Sabretooth lines in which began the Gotham Community.
This Ankh was designed and produced at the commissioned
request of Lord Shaolin Asura-MacPhee by the Head Metal
Manipulator/ Master Jeweler at C’est Magnifique. This is a
tribute Ankh to our Traditions and History. It also makes a
statement of cutting a new path towards our collective futures
but not forgetting our history. This ankh has been fully
recognized BY THE COMMUNITY AT LARGE and High
Elder of Gotham Halo as a Modern Replacement to the
original because of the continued miss use of the predecessor
piece. A full mission statement on this piece can be found
within the 2nd edition of the Gotham Vampyre Achieves. This
ankh is a going back to Traditional ways and must be proven
and earned to attain.
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Vampyres of the Masquerade
Fiction or Reality
By
Lord Shaolin Asura-MacPhee

The reputation of The Gotham Vampyre Community (Gotham Halo)
throughout the greater community nationwide or even globally, has had a
reputation of being a community of
“lifestylers”; a community built off of the
Vampire the Masquerade RPG/LARP game
by White wolf. Undoubtedly the influence of
VtM has been an integral part of the Gotham
Vampyric Community (GVC) in its
formation and early days; but the question is
why...? Many of times throughout the pages
of the Archives it has been stated that though
Gotham Halo is not the first place for
vampyric activity or formalized organizations
however; it is the birth place of what most
consider to be the “modern community” in
the ways that it is known and spread today.
Gotham Halo is the “Mecca” of the modern
community in terms of the creation of a
formalized/organized network of vampyric
groups under a structure; and yes, a
structure molded from VtM… But again why is this?
In the early days, predating the official birth of Clan Sabretooth and the Gotham
Community (1996) “Sabretooth” as in the fang company (known then as The
Sabretooth Coven) promoted itself as a Live Action Role Playing organization.
This was for a very simple reason; most Vampyres would frequent these circles
due to it being the only open outlet for them at the time. “Vampyres pretending
to be human’s pretending to be Vampyres”.
In the late 1980’s early/1990’s there were no organized networks for real
vampyres outside of RPG chatrooms of the early internet, pen pal mail writings
and many fictional journals featuring poetry, short stories, and sketches which
would more than likely be collected into underground magazines circulated
within many RPG events. Due to this fact, “Come out Come Out wherever you
Are”… as stated by Lestat from The Queen of the Damned movie, was the
mentality of vampyres of the time. They were seeking out one another in these
circles while keeping in the confines of the RPG realm so not to “out”
themselves to the mundanes pretending to be kin.
When the GVC began to come together due to the joint efforts of its founding
“Fathers” and countless efforts of kin whom were the true “arms and legs” of
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building this Halo; it was done in transition out of these many LARP circles.
Formalizing a community of true vampyres and NOT “Role-players”. This leads
back to the original question. Why would the foundations of a real vampyric
community take from a fictional RPG game and allow such a heavy “Role
Playing” influence to be its “building blocks”?
It is my hope to not only answer this question and address many
misconceptions surrounding this foundation, but also go into great depths of
the realities of the fiction. It is a universal truth that in all fiction lays a certain
amount of truth; no different in the case of Vampire the Masquerade RPG game.
My goal is to layout the many cross referenced testimonies and research which
has been compiled for the sake of this article. Also I will extract the facts from
the fiction of the “game”, taking out the fantasy and pulling back the “veil”.
Leaving the truth and showing our ancient heritage, teachings and history of
communities before our own.
Let us begin with the basic plot of the Masquerade. Within a big metropolitan
city lies an underworld, a world of the undead which runs the city from the
shadows of the night. Very much organized and integrated in the mundane
world affairs, they run the “powers that be” like the puppet master who pulls the
strings. There are different groups of vampires called “Clans” which the heads of
each group sits on a ruling council headed by the “Prince of the City”. The
Masquerade is to speak of their hidden world that is veiled from the rest of the
world so as not to be discovered. The word “Masquerade” refers to an elaborate
appearance used to disguise ones identity much like a person wearing a mask in
at a Ball. This is a metaphor used to keep the world of darkness hidden from the
world of the living. Now to begin stripping away the fantasy from the reality I
will give a brief history of the development of the game itself.
In the late 1970’s and
throughout the 1980’s there
was a famous nightclub in
Atlanta Georgia by the
name “The Masquerade”
which catered to the early
underground movements
such as the Punk movement
and
early
Metal/Goth
scenes. The world at said
time was very much of a
conservative mindset, given
this fact most groups of
occult influence needed to
be very secretive in their practices all around. The venue itself was quite large
having three distinct floors, all with different themes and targeted populations.
These floors where dubbed the Heaven, Hell and Purgatory floors with a secret
fourth floor lounge known as simply “V.I.P”. After all these years this club still
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stands however, it has had many name changes. The club has seen many live
events such as VNV Nation, Combichrist, Apop and many other bands which
cater to the underground subcultures. For them, this venue is much like Club
Mother for us in Gotham’s history and was just as important in the development
of the early Atlanta based community. It is in this Club, specifically the secret
V.I.P lounge floor, that the real life beginnings of “Vampire the Masquerade”
would be birthed.
The Masquerade Club was the most frequented Haven of this early community
with all the local families and elders attending these weekly events. While the
Club at large catered to many different subcultures the V.I.P was for kin ONLY.
So it’s safe to say that everyone knew each other very well. One could not simply
walk in without being accompanied by an elder, magistar or a member of one of
the families. This was one of a hand full of venues that we as kin could attend
and be free and open with our nature. The conservative mundane world of those
times made it impossible to be yourself; plus many had their daysides to protect
with being professionals, family men and woman etc. Many came from pagan
spiritual background and other occult practices, so many of times there were
different rituals taking place; even more reason to be guarded. The risk of being
“outted” could literally land you in a mental hospital if not worse.
The hierarchy of that time was very clear-cut and everyone obeyed the “ways of
the Blood”. The term Magistar was used to denote the oldest, most respected
and first Elder of the land (much like we use the term “High Elder” in Gotham’s
lineage). The Magistar kept the Elders in line and appointed them throughout
the area, which were the ranking members of the community with their own
families. The community was very small at the time. Before computers or
internet, vampyric communication happened at the Haven which was at the
Masquerade Club. To better understand the days of the early community, it
would be a good idea to read the Article “On the Old Ways” by Aislin Ni
MorRhiaghan within the pages of the Archives to truly get a full idea of the
practices of the ancient Bloodlines. There were other communities here and
there across the United States which the Magistars would travel to and form to
keep lines of communication open however; they kept a very tight knit local
community. Things hardly ever got out of hand and the few times they did, it
was quickly handled. The Magistars made certain the Elders maintained their
responsibilities and governed their families correctly with proper teachings of
the traditions.
At one of the events being held a stranger was noticed, but the ranking elders
where told by their Magistar to treat him as if he wasn’t there. He was a friend
of the owner of the club and was very much socially awkward. Being seen
floating throughout the floors of the club with pen and pad in hand, always
writing or drawing but never talking or interacting. This kind of thing simply
wasn’t allowed. There were NO such written records on any groups or
individuals of the early community; it was a breach of secrecy so he was treated
like an unwelcomed guest at best and watched closely. Week after week he
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would come and sit in the shadows with his face in his notepad writing or
drawing away. Eventually, he began to interact asking basic questions for
exchange of a sketch he would draw for some of the kin in attendance. He told
the local kin he was working on a fantasy comic book he planned to evolve into a
LARP Game. Many took this to offense, how would he try and turn their
practices into “a game or comic”. Many ignored him all together however; some
of the elders viewed this as a chance to tell their stories in a fictional way. He
was tolerated and watched very closely. It was understood that he belonged to
someone but he himself was NOT kin, maybe a donor at best. The only thing
that was clear was that he was definitely a friend of the owner of the venue.
Week after week he would grow even bolder with his inquires, learning as much
as he could through watching meetings, social conversations and talking with
many of the blood and connecting the dots for himself. These events were all
very formal, so the best music along with formal atmosphere and wardrobe
where a must; he stuck out like a sore thumb. He was your stereotypical cookie
cutter “nerdy” type, but was a very gifted artist as was shown in his sketches.
He began to form names for each of the elders and prominent members of the
Blood based on his interpretation of what he saw and their personality based on
their interactions among themselves. These were to be the beginning ideas of
the “Clans of the Masquerade”. The head strong, anarchist, Punk Metal head
became the “Brujah Clan” The aristocratic blueblood became “The Ventrue
Clan” the hyper active and “crazy” became the ”Malkavian Clan” etc… (Read
“Vampyric Astrology” by Lord Shaolin and Sir Traveler AsuraMacPhee within the Archives for a full breakdown of all the personality traits
of the “Clans of the Masquerade” and also how they can be used as a Vampyric
Zodiac.)
The one good thing and main selling point about the early communities leaders
allowing our traditions to be fictionalized, was that this was a way to tell our
story; to allow our heritage to live on even if it was in a fictionalized form. The
game is very much an “RPG” but a good 85%, down to the terminology and
personalities of “The Clans” are all 100% truth. Each Clan of the game was
based directly from the personalities of key members which immortalized them
within their fictional roles. He designed the fictional directly off of what he
witnessed, and direct conversations with each family Elder and Magistar. In
doing so, the fictional Vampire the Masquerade truly became the True Story of
The Vampyres of The Masquerade.
He began to listen closely to lecture based conversations on vampyric traditions
and philosophies such as the biblical Kane and Abel story as the foundation of
the Vampyre Lines when Kane was cursed by God for the murder of his brother
Abel and made to wander the lands of Nod. Others debated that Lilith is the true
foundation, as she transformed herself into a blood sucking Succubus out of
rebellion and her story goes back even further being the matriarchal goddess of
fertility and sex which is rumored to be one and the same, Ishtar/Lilith. He
took all of this and fictionalized it into his own storyline connecting a vampyric
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creation; stories linking Kane while in his wandering meeting Lilith and giving
birth to a race of Vampires. This was the foundation for the VtM Book of Nod;
and from it came the foundations of Vampire the Masquerade itself.
Within the fictional template of the RPG, you had a roundtable format with the
heads of each Clan sitting with the Prince of the city maintaining “The
Masquerade” among the city Clans; the truth differed from the fantasy in this
case and a few others. There was no need for a council of Elders or Magistars
because everyone knew how to stay in line. There was NO single “Prince of the
City”. The consequences to being found breaking the “Masquerade” was what
was fictionalized as “The Blood Hunt”. Fictionally speaking, a Blood Hunt was
hunting down the guilty and eradicating them from the city. The reality was
always a choice given, leave the community and cease all activities which you
were found guilty of or combat; combat which earned the name “Blood Hunt”.
The rule of the combat was “first blood”. As stated earlier, when a situation
came about it was dealt with quickly and firmly. Such things did occur but
wasn’t the norm in the least unlike the game, where this may happen on a
frequent basis. The constant plotting, and political power struggle simply
wasn’t the case at all. It does however; make a good piece of fantasy and
entertainment. He also adopted many of our most used terms such as “Siring,
Chylder, Lord/Lady, Blood Lust, etc…”
The ironic thing of it is when he released the comic game he couldn’t even give it
away. No one wanted it nor took it seriously even within his own LARPing
circles. It was quite disheartening for him. Within our community, it was viewed
as a well put together surprise; they all laughed on how they have been
immortalized within fiction and the clear embellishments and over
dramatization of the storyline. The original copy of the game was all done by
hand and was photocopied and bound together, before the White wolf official
publication. The gentleman over time stopped coming around and a few months
after that it was learned of White Wolf putting out a Role Playing Game by the
name of “Vampire the Masquerade”. So it is to be assumed that he placed it in
the right person’s hands and it took off from there. I suppose he learned a thing
or two so not to put too much of our ways in it or name certain things, after all
he did see more than anyone had before him considering he was someone’s
“pet”.
Making the connection back to the foundations of Gotham Halo, if we are to
take these findings at face value we see that the foundations although coming
from a fictional source, have a very real history behind it. One just needs to
decode the cipher to unlock the hidden truth that is hidden in plain sight within
the fiction. This concept has had such a powerful impact it inspired a
metaphysical vampyric caste system; The Mradu, Ramkht, and Kitra. These
fundamental pillars of this system have been rumored to be a consolidation of
the personalities of the “Clans of the Masquerade” for Vampyric ritual work
within the metaphysical aspects of Vampyrism. The Mradu “Warrior” can be
seen as a consolidation of the Brujah, Gangrel and Assamite characteristics, The
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Ramkht, “Priests” embody the Nosferatu, Tremere, and Tzimisce and lastly the
Kitra “Councilor” have aspects of the Toreador and Ventrue. How the caste
system plays out in ritual work is quite different than merely using Masquerade
terms to describe ones vampyric personalities as it has been done within
Gotham however; to give a framework for the influence within the reality.
In putting this article together, I had to go bang on some old “coffins” and shake
the “undead” until they spoke. I was asked to NOT give names or extreme
details however; was given great insight on the truth of the Masquerade. This
was not the beginning of the Vampyric community however; the story of their
local community. From my research there has been a real community in some
form or fashion going as far back as the early 1960’s however; without any
written records it’s nearly impossible to substantiate. I have went as far as
sending White Wolf e-mails inquiring about the bases of the foundation of the
game but uncovered nothing from that avenue. In the End I leave it up to the
reader to draw their own conclusion whether reality mirrors Fiction or if the
truth is stranger then the fantasy and if so realize even through it is just a
“game” our hidden history and heritage of a long passed community lives on in
how we do things. It is a universal truth after all that in all myth lays an
underlining truth.
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Tribes of the Blood
And the Metaphysics of Feeding
By
Lord Shaolin Asura-MacPhee
Vampyric Metaphysical practice is at the core of our nature and speaks to our
most primal consciousness. The fact that we feed and are able to circle/channel
our energy sources with the understanding of our awakening sets us apart and
above from the average. Many have debated if our kind is a separate species
from mankind or if we are simply evolved. This article will take the standpoint
of the “Living Vampyre”, meaning we are very much human beings however;
through our own awakening we have evolved passed the average mundane,
unlocking the potential of evolution.
In this writing you will be introduced to what I call the “Tribes of the Blood”.
This term refers to the preference/desired methods of feeding, unlocking the
gifts of our Blood rites; understanding why and how we feed. The Term
“Vampire/Vampyre” comes with many implications especially in terms of
feeding moreover, how otherkin play into the greater picture of things. We will
be going through a journey of each feeding “tribe” and how feeding/circling is
approached in relation to one another and give a comparison with some of the
Therian concepts of feeding. The term “Tribes” for the sake of this article is just
a way to denote and compartmentalize ways of feeding practices among the
nature of the Blood; it is not to be misinterpreted with other aspects of
Vampyric “Tribes”.
Before going any further, allow me to explain the basic differences between
“Feeding and Circling/Channeling”. Feeding is the practice of taking energy or
“life-force”, through the drawing from a secondary source/Donor.
Circling/Channeling is the practice of two or more awakened kin manipulating
highly refined/charged and processed energy among one another.
Through this article we will journey through the many ways of feeding while
refraining from being a “how to” on a technique bases; that journey is better left
for individual practice and discovery. Feeding speaks of a kin to donor (one not
of the Blood) relationship and Circling/Channeling speaks of two or more of the
Blood in a pranic communion. The technical technique may be similar but
process and results are quite different. It is important to understand when
feeding, the energy one is taking in (no matter of Sanguine or Pranic based
influence), is unrefined at the point that it is drawn into an individual. The
Vampyres internal “dark metabolism” purifies that energy, extracting any and
all impurities and possessing only highly charged energies throughout the
bodies energy fields “Chakras”. The Vampyre in feeding can feel the processes
happening within themselves; the moment purification has been completed and
the purified energy travels through the system is when the euphoria begins to
manifest.
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Circling/Channeling is a whole other exchange and is done for communion or
ritualistic purposes; in this exchange the energy is already highly charged and
purified. The term “Feeding” cannot accurately be used to describe this
communion due to the predatory nature of a Vampyre; it isn’t in our nature to
“give without gaining”. Moreover from a vampyric understanding of feeding,
our natural life-force functions at a higher vibration then the mundane hence
forth, already being highly potent and fully charged. You may however, find
situations that circling is being done to rid the energy fields of any blockages or
pollutants that have built up over time. The end result in a Circling exchange is
much more powerful due to the already charged potency of energy being worked
with opposed to feeding from a Donor vee it be Sanguine or Pranic based. We
will now focus on the feeding Tribes themselves. Allow us to start with giving a
basic overview of the Sanguine Tribe.
Sanguine vampyrism is the practice of blood consumption to satisfy the need of
feeding. This is typically done through meticulous and safe avenues of medical
screening. A Sanguine feeds off of literal blood; human or animal alike in which
their inner “dark” metabolism extracts the life-force energy from the blood
itself. This is the most dangerous of all the feeding practices due to the
involvement of physical blood and is largely viewed as taboo and a primitive
way of feeding. It is however; said “the Blood is the Life” and to that end some
have been known to develop a certain “Blood Lust”/addiction. This is due to it
being the most potent of all energy sources.
For the Sanguine, the inner beast must be kept fed and under strict control to
maintain a balance within their lives. It has been said when a Sanguine is
depleted and in need they may go through certain withdrawals and become
physically ill until they feed. Sanguines screen their donors in high scrutiny
before allowing a feeding exchange. Donors are usually tested for any and all
blood born viruses and sicknesses and are more times then known lovers or
close family/friends of the vampyre. The assumption of sanguines needing full
glasses of blood is inaccurate; for the majority not much is needed at all. There
is much debate on sanguine feeding, relating to the extraction of the energy
while in consumption. It is in my personal opinion that a sanguines “Dark
Metabolism” naturally extracts the dormant life-force from the blood as it is
being consumed. Both stored human or animal blood and/or taking directly
from a donor would work similarly for the distribution of energy throughout the
Sanguines chakras.
For our next vampyric feeding tribe, we have the Psychic Vampire. These kin
have a “need”/dependency to feed, for if they do not they may become extremely
ill in the physical and mental sense. These kin have a natural imbalance within
their dark metabolism which causes them to feed more regularly. These
Vampyres drain life-energy/prana rather than blood from others. Sometimes
this particular aspect of vampirism is viewed as “Diabetic Vampirism”; just like
a diabetic needs insulin to maintain their health so does the Psychic Vampire
with energy feeding. The term “Psychic” is used to speak of the clairvoyant
byproduct effect of this need based feeding that seems to be somewhat of a
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common thread within this tribe; those of this tribe us the modern spelling
“Vampire” to identify themselves.
The next Tribe has many subsects within the term. These are the “Psi. /Pranic
Vampyres “Energy Feeders”; this is NOT to be confused with “Psy. or Psychic
Vampires” which has been covered above. Psi Vampyres are known to feed
from everything including but not limited to tantric/sexual, emotional, direct
ambient or surface ambient feeding energies. These kin are those who feed on
energy sources without the frequent need like that of the Psy or Sanguine Kin.
The energy feeder is quite versatile in that the Psi can adapt to most forms of
energy feeding employing direct contact and manipulation of surface feeding.
Direct ambient energy feeding is the practice of kin to donor in a physical
exchange with breathing meditation. This form of feeding is shared between the
Psychic and other energy feeders however; reason of need may differ. The direct
method is preferable and may produce a better feeding “high” however;
sometimes surface ambient energy feeding is employed out of necessity. This
form of feeding is much more conducive for those kin whom do not wish to take
a donor and keep their nature as private as possible. This technique is used
within large crowds such as within large cities, stadium events etc… In this
method the collective energy of the crowd raises above the masses like a “energy
cloud” which can be easily and more importantly discretely pulled from via
inhalation feeding techniques; these are the two most used method of energy
feeding within the realm of vampyric energy feeders. Sexual feeding “Tantric
Vampyrism” however, is a practice that is quite misunderstood.
The Tantric sub-tribe considers themselves as “Succubi and Incubi” more times
than not. The misconception of sexual feeding is that what is being fed from is
the collective energies gathered from the act itself; this is simply not true. Most
sexual feeding takes place within the buildup/anticipation and the emotional
charge from leading up to the act itself. At the point of sexual contact said act
becomes a secondary bonus to the feeding high already established. Initiation of
feeding begins at the point of “flirting and or foreplay” (the lead up phases) and
may be built up over time before the energy cultivated is fully charged to the
point of actual feeding; many subtleties go into tantric feeding. This method of
feeding employs all five senses within its techniques as is within the nature of
sexual attraction in itself. Both direct and surface ambient methods are
employed within tantric feeding depending on the situation. The element of
sexual charge to base feeding enhances the vampyric senses giving to a much
more primal exchange appealing to the core nature of the predator within.
Regardless of which feeding Tribe and or Universal, all aspects may be taken
into the astral planes within certain deeper meditative feeding practices. Dream
Walking, Astral Projection as well as trance like meditation may be all employed
within higher vampyric teachings. The sanguine for example may employ
through the blood bonding affect a certain projection link tying said kin to their
donor in ways which have been fictionalized. That link may produce dream
walking between both parties or allowing the Vampyre to “summon” their donor
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through the blood-ties and initiate feeding through a higher plane of existence;
this is very much similar with all pranic based feeders in working within the
astral planes of existence.
As mentioned earlier in this writing, all Tribes discussed and techniques
employed may be equally used within situations of Circling/Channeling among
kin communion and or ritual. It is at the discretion of the participating kin to
establish what method of Circling will be done from Sanguine to Tantric and
everything in between or even a mix of techniques. The point is though Feeding
and Circling may be similar in practical technique the intent and end result is on
a higher vibration leading to a more intense exchange hence the term
“Communion of Kin”.
In all the Tribes the onset of our nature begins to become prominent around
puberty in our adolescent throughout our young adult life however; some may
stay dormant until much later in life. Many believe you must be born with the
vampyric nature and that it cannot be learned or picked up over time. It has
been in my experience that this is not always the case. Many donors go through
a stage of “sympathetic Vampyrism” due to the ongoing feeding exchange with
their vampyre host. Some may argue in these cases, said nature was always
there however; simply dormant and awakened through the vampyric contact.
There are also many kin whom have learned to feed and do so because it is an
inherent natural gift however; realize their “need” isn’t the same as that of a Psy
or Sanguine. They may experience some minor discomforts or “withdrawals”,
but nothing close to becoming physically or mentally impaired and generally
can go longer times without feeding.
A very interesting observation I have personally witnessed within our
community is the usage of aesthetics such as custom fangs, contacts and
vampyric dress within the tribes and how they are employed throughout the
community at large; vampyric etiquette plays a large role in the rationale of
these aesthetics. Within myth you see Vampires depicted as fanged and with
glowing eyes; this is known as the “Vampyric Glamour”. These theatrical
practices have a very real metaphysical reason behind them. A energy feeder if
skilled enough may use these aesthetics to lure in the attention of the mundane
to make contact for a kind of direct surface feeding without the need of direct
contact. The mundane becomes captivated with the appeal of the fangs and or
other dress and within that moment a connection is made; a connection that the
Vampyre can use to feed from. Outside of this approach most consider those
who look the part of a vampyre as “Lifestylers”. This will lead us into the next
Tribe for dissection.
The Tribe of the “Lifestylers” are those whom are widely NOT kin however, live
a Vampyric lifestyle leading them in rolls of Donors and or Black swans. They
have an infatuation with what it is we are and seek to mirror us in aesthetic and
etiquette however, may not have a “need” or skill in the metaphysical practices;
it is has been said imitation is the highest form of flattery so the Lifestylers
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honor us within the aesthetics. Lifestylers stick to the social aspects of
Vampyrism in the many Havens and or nightlife avenues of the community.
Within the different Tribes of the Blood, one apparent fact needs to be
remembered is that we are creatures of habit however; creatures of evolution.
Despite which feeding Tribe one is in line with, it is imperative to understand
that your primary form of feeding; the “go to” method, is just that. One must
seek to be 360 degree within their nature and have a backup feeding approach
which may take them outside of their comfort zone. This concept is a highly
debatable topic within those of the blood. Some consider this not an option and
those whom can adapt in such ways have been dubbed “Universal Feeders”. A
Universal Feeder has their preferred form of feeding whatever it may be
however, are versatile enough within their nature that they can if need be feed
from other forms of energy. This is NOT to be confused with the widely misused
term “Hybrid” which we will cover later in this article.
Vampyres are NOT the only Dark Kin whom feeds from energy sources. There
are Tribes of the Other-Kin/Therian influence which do differ from those of the
Blood but share similar feeding habits. Some examples of said Therian Tribes
are: Fae-Kin, Lycanthropes/“Were-Kin”, Ailuranthrope /“Werecat-Kin”,
Draconian “Dragon-Kin” etc… It isn’t the aim of this particular article to go into
details on the Therian Tribes as this is far removed from my personal expertise,
I will however; give a brief summary to how some relate to the ways of the
Vampyre specifically in the ways of feeding.
The aspects of Elemental feeding which is the feeding off of the five elements of
nature and or natural sources are a shared practice between the Vampyre and
Therian. Elemental feeding for a Vampyre comes more times than not from
large storms such as hurricanes, lighting, thunder, etc. The natural charges of
the energies produced by nature in such ways are more than enough of raw
purified energy for the Vampyre to feed off of. Elemental feeding is also directly
tied to the Fae-kin however; this Therian Tribe feeds more deeply within all
aspects of nature. Such otherkin groups as the Fae and Draconian feed from the
earth and all things produced of the earth whereas the Vampyre may feed in
such ways but it must be in a commencement such as a hurricane or other large
natural force. Of all the Therian tribes the Weres share the most in common
with those of the Blood.
Many don’t seem to realize how close in nature the were-kin and those of the
Blood truly are. The fictional “Blood rivalry” between both makes for great story
telling however; in reality the union of the two has always been a civil one due to
many of the shared practices. Were-kin primarily feed off of the elemental pulls
and cycles of the moon as well as deep rooted grounding of the earth and
elements; they do feed from ambient surfaces but do so within a pack ritual.
They also feed via the flesh and blood produced from the flesh most likely
through raw or lightly cooked hunted meat. Many aspects of vampyrism
incorporate the ways of the wolf within its practices as a way to summon the
beasts within in a very shamanistic manifestation however; what separates the
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two are slight differences of practices and feeding methodologies. Wolves by
nature have pack mentalities where were as those of the blood may sustain
themselves as solitary and or within a group.
When it comes to feeding, the vampyre seeks and fends for themselves and
thereafter will seek the group; having a “one must be good for themselves first
before good to anyone group” mentality. The wolf has their hierarchy however;
the end goal lies within the pack itself and within that mindset “The good of the
many outweigh the good of the individual”. The differences of ideology can be a
great strength if working within a “Blood Union” between the two. In most
cases wolves serve as “enforcers “to the overall community.
To address a widespread misconception, a “Hybrid”, meaning ones nature is a
combination of two or more dark entities, i.e. “Hybrid Wolf/Vampyre” is a
complete fallacy. A lot of times, this is due to a young mind within the
awakening and not being able to decipher one’s own nature. The misconception
is further magnified by mentors lacking proper knowledge to pass down or lack
understanding within their own nature so it’s simply explained away as “you are
a Hybrid of both…” Again, there are a great many similarities within those of
the Blood and many other otherkin Tribes however; once you truly understand
your true nature you are called to there will be no mistaking one for another.
You may have similarities and attributes in common with, but when one truly
understands their inner beasts through the awakening and proper mentorship
things become much clearer.
To understand the differences and similarities of the many vampyric feeding
Tribes and how they relate to otherkin calls to the essence of what we are. I have
always said there is a very big difference between what it is we are and our
chosen involvement within the Vampyric Community and or “scene”. The
metaphysical aspects of our nature is what makes us “Of the Blood” not the
trivial political affairs most get caught up in without realizing such affairs can
and often do become toxic; draining us of our energies and resources and has in
fact become a den of Wraith-kind. By understanding how we feed and what it
means to feed, we understand ourselves as predators and by understanding our
predatory nature we furthermore; understand the concept of survival of the
fittest.
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The Prospects Method
An informational Guide to Prospecting

By
Tempest F. Asura-MacPhee Abani Sabretooth MacPhee
There are many factors that play into the process of choosing a Sire and or
Household/ Clan. The time taken to make this decision is called Prospecting, and the
seeker being the prospect. This process, however long, is necessary if one is to make
an informed decision. First, one needs to understand what the process is, as well as
the proper steps within it. You don't just walk up to a person and say "I want you to
be my sire" or, "I want to be a member of House XYZ". Secondly, one must
understand what the "responsibilities" are VS the "rights" of a prospect.
Note: It does not matter what dark entity you identify with; this can and does apply
to ALL.

A Prospects Rights
Know that you are a "free agent" of sorts, until you have a sire/ are a
member of a house- Spending time as a Ronin (Independent or solitary
vampi/yre) gives you the opportunity to meet and greet, without any real
allegiance to any one particular person or family. During this time, you may
meet an individual that takes a liking to you. You may even build a connection
with this person. Before anything is set in stone or before you are blind-sided,
know that this individual does not necessarily have to be your Sire. People may
try to get you to believe that "because I introduced you to xyz or I brought you
around my household and members, I am your sire". THIS IS NOT TRUE. Not
to say that you will not develop that connection and relationship with the first
person you meet, just know that it is NOT mandatory.
Know that it is ultimately your decision as to whom you want to be
your sire - Also understand though; this is a two way decision. You must
accept one another to fully appreciate that Sire/Chylde bond. Respect for an
individual plays a big part in making this decision. After an undetermined time
period, no less than 6 months (this however, varies from house to house) you
may be officially announced as the chylde of said individual. This person will
now be your "voice" on official nightside matters. They will also be your mentor
and guide as you grow vampyrically and come to understand your nature.
Note: Individual must be the rank of Calmae for at least a year and a day if not
longer, or higher.
Another reason why this selection process is so serious is because you are to
only have one sire. In few cases a sire may "release" their chylde, but this
happens rarely and mostly if irreconcilable differences occur.
Know that you might or might not become a member of your sire’s
house - Along with the understanding that there must be a connection between
you and your sire, the same goes for choosing to join a Household. These are to
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be treated as separate decisions. Being honest with yourself is key. Just because
your sire is a member of a household, doesn’t mean that household is a fit for
you.
You control your own vampyric path- It is always good to seek council
from those more experienced, but in the end you determine your own growth.
Never let someone else dictate your movement’s vampyrically, politically or
otherwise. There are certain things you must accomplish for ascension, but
"special favors" will not get you respect. To put it into very clear terms sexual
acts will NOT give you rights to move up in rank or will give you a respected
tittle. With that being said, cavorting with minors, misuse of drugs, or any
illegal misconduct will NOT be tolerated.

A Prospects Responsibility
Being around an individual/ Household doesn't make your interest
known - It is up to you to express your interest in being sired by an individual,
as well as being a member of a particular household. Although we used the
term "Free Agent" earlier, this does not mean people are going to be flocking to
you to join their house. An invitation may be put out, but all in all it is your
responsibility to reach out.
Meet and Greet-Before you can make an informed decision as to who you
want to be your sire or what house you want to be a part of. Simply, you must
get to know people/ members of this community.
Ask questions- You are not expected to know everything or anything for that
matter. Use that to your advantage and ask as many questions as possible. Only
two things will happen, you'll get an answer or you won’t. If you don't get an
answer, do not get discouraged. This might just mean you aren't supposed to
know the answer to that question just yet.
Keep good contact-The best way to express interest is to keep good contact
with your prospective sire/ house/ clan members. Get their contact information
with the intent of building a relationship with them. Don't go on an “ass kissing”
spree. Be yourself, the whole purpose of the prospecting process is to get to
know your potential family and vice versa.
Leave your attitude at the door-We are all adults, as such we should act
accordingly. Leave your drama, pettiness, and bullshit behind. As prospects we
are all trying to learn and grow within ourselves.
Know your Rights, Fight for your Rights - If you feel misled/ disrespected
in any way, follow procedure and go through the proper channels/ chain of
command to resolve the issue. Prospects are to look to calmaes and higher to
address any concerns they may have. If questions or concerns aren’t being
address properly, feel free to go to someone who you feel better equipped to give
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you what you are looking for. Understand however, no one person has all the
answers. You should expect a valid attempt at giving you what information you
seek or put you on track to someone who will.
“IDEALS- Being a Vampyre is not just about feeding upon life. That is
what we do, but not necessarily what we are. It is our place to represent
darkness in a world blinded by light. We are about being different and
accepting that difference as something that empowers us and makes us
unique. We are about accepting the dark within ourselves and embracing
that darkness to make us whole beings. We are about celebrating the
thresholds of body and spirit, pleasure and pain, death and life. Our lives
should be lived as a message to the world about the beauty of accepting
the whole self, of living without guilt and without shame, and celebrating
the unique and beautiful essence of every single soul.” ~BV

Tempest F. Asura-MacPhee Abani Sabretooth MacPhee
Chylder and 1st Born Daughter of Lord Shaolin Z. Asura-MacPhee
Self-professed Venture Queen of Gotham
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On the Subject of Siring
UPDATED

By
Lord Shaolin Asura-MacPhee, Sir Traveler Asura-MacPhe & Tempest AsuraMacPhee
Abani Sabretooth MacPhee
The term “Sire and or Siring” is one of the most miss used and miss understood
concepts of our community. By definition the term “Sire” is used when a newly
awakened kinn has chosen and or accepts the formal invitation by a senior
(traditionally Calmae and above) to begin a long standing relationship of
guidance, mentorship and kinship within the household of choice. This initial
exchange of being chosen and accepted is known as the “Siring process or the
rites of Siring” which must be preceded by a lengthy prospecting period to
fortify the bonds between both parties and household that is being petition for
are made ironclad (see the Prospect Method article for in depth information on
the rights of prospecting and what exactly goes into that process).

Depending on tradition the term Sire (speaking of the senior mentor) may be
substituted by “Adra or maker” and the “sir’ee” could also be referred to as,
“chylde/r or progeny”. For this process to be deemed official and consecrated
there must be a formal announcement and or “rites of siring ritual” presided by
the heads of house, elders, and the prospective sire and witnessed by the
household which is also bonded to said individual (also see Michelle Belanger,
The Vampiric Bond and SphynxCatVP, How do I find a House or Other Group to
Join Articles). This “ceremony” traditionally is made official when the sire

presents the newly initiated members with their own house ankh or personal
sigil and privately bestows said chylder with their true name (a private name
“vampyric middle name” only known by said sire and chylder, also sometimes
called “sired name”). This process is typically used as a template and is up to
the discretion of said parties to determine how they will solidify this
relationship.
These terms are typically associated with joining said household or “crossing in”
however; you do find cases that only mentorship is being petitioned for. In
these cases it’s important to understand the differences in terms to be used. In
these very rare cases you may find that the sir’ee doesn’t seek membership into
a house however; feels a connection to said person or seeks membership but
doesn’t want to be aliened to one said person for mentorship. These situations
are to be treated as individual cases and decided by said parties only with great
understanding to the individualized terms of said agreement.
Traditionally, these situations have been handled in very different ways based
on case by case bases. For examples: one can be declared an Abbon of a
household in the capacity of an “honorary member” allowing the honorary to
have a limited voice in house affairs but still hold an alliance; this could allow
said person to be sired but choose to stay at the side of the protective wings of
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said sire and not directly deal with official house affairs. You may also have a
situation that the terms “Chylde of the House” or “Black Swan” are the
appropriate direction to take.
“Chylde of the House” is a fully inducted member of said household however;
has not chosen a sire as of the point of admittance. In these cases said fledgling
may go to any and all household Calmaes for mentorship and guidance until an
appropriate fit has been found. Through time, it has become an unofficial
tradition to sometimes use a House name as a “last name” for Children of a
House. In doing so one MUST understand this DOES NOT SPEAK to a specific
Bloodline (Vampyric Last name, tying one to a sired line). Those whom choose
to be “Children of their House” took the House name as a temporary last name
to distinguish themselves as being “Sire’less” for the moment within said
Household/Clan.
A “Black Swan” much like Abbon holds to not being directly involved with the
affairs of said house however; does enjoy the solidarity and family bonds they
have found in said household. Acknowledging that they are a “Black Swan” and
may not know there place or have fully become aware of their nature they
reframe from “subscribing” to any one “dark archetype”; most of the time, Black
Swan members are close mundane friends of the household, donors or
significant others.
You also may have situations such as “shared chylder” and “adopted members”
the term “shared chylder” is one that has been typically sired by two different
kinn (commonly a male and female), typically a “Mother and Father” figure.
The term “shared chylder” is a tradition you typically do not see put into
practice because of its controversial undertone of “sharing loyalties”; most if any
at all, wouldn’t easily enter into a “shared siring” situation because it may divide
loyalties down the road; more commonly you may find scenarios of having
“adopted members”. These members have been previously sired and may have
chosen to leave the side of their maker or household of origins to join another
household/clan. These individuals may NOT be re-sired (unless properly
released) however; they may join a different household once they have been
displaced from their household of origin.
All the above scenarios are circumstantial and as seen treated as a case by case
bases; more times than known you do see the Sire’ee being “crossed” into said
household. The bounds formed from the prospecting process as well exposer to
the fundamentals of said sires Households usually leads to said end result.
There are many “cons” opposed to “pros” from siring without crossing said
person into said Household; henceforth, the rarity of these situations to begin
with. There is a great many “birth rites” that would be forgone with the
exclusion of being crossed, such as some inner circle teachings, passing down of
Ankh, Bloodline name etc… In the majority, this is a great injustice to the
prospective progeny because they would forgo many of the bounding that goes
with the siring rites.
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It is imperative to also understand the “Bloodline name implication” in relations
to Siring. Traditionally, a Bloodline is nothing more than a vampyric “last
name” passed down from Sire to chylder, linking said chylder as their own,
claiming and solidifying said direct connections. This may also sometimes be
called a “clutch name” if said bloodline is moving towards becoming a House
separate from their current. A bloodline onto itself is NOT a separate group
again, unless said Bloodline is operating as a Clutch from its main House. More
times out of none when one holds a Bloodline name as their “last name” they
have been sired by the bloodline-head or have been given special permission
from said head to carry the name. In any event, this DOES and WILL tie you to
the name patriarch regardless if said person has been sired or not. One can be
“adopted” into said Bloodline and NOT be sired, and to avoid confusions in
certain situations it is recommended in these cases one uses the term Abani
meaning “Of the Family of… fill in Bloodline name”. This will be a way to
make it understood that one is a part of said bloodline however, is yet to
formalize a Sire Bond. Through time, this concept has been taken out of
contacts and confused giving way to false teachings and manipulation of
loyalties; leading the unsired to blindly/unknowingly enter into a sired situation
without fully understanding and accepting of such rites.
The bonds that are created when one chooses to sire is not something to be
taken lightly. On the fictional side of vampirism, we see one emptying and
draining the mortal life out of there prospective progeny and re filling them with
immortal life via their blood; in all fiction you find truth. We can take the
fictional analogy to represent the beginning bonds of sire and chylde. When
sired, the chylder is empty and in search of awakening into their newly found
nature. The job of the sire is to fill them with the knowledge of “dark light” of
our nature and the ways of our community; to build them in the image of said
sire while they learn to mold themselves as their own.
It is imperative to understand above all, the bonds between sire and chylde/r is
cemented out of respect and forged out of loyalty and love of said relationship
that is built over time; simply put the job of a sire is to mentor, guide and teach.
From these exchanges, further in depth relationships of friendship, kinship, and
family are solidified and a loyalty that is ironclad is established. The bonds that
are grown out of the rites of siring, tend to supersede the confines of just being
“sire and chylde” which is the ultimate goal; true friendships and a family bond
is created. The sire may find themselves quite protective over their progeny and
the progeny become extremely loyal to their maker; this is a sign that the bonds
are not only ironclad the proper steps have been taken to reach this level of
kinship.
All too often you find situations of young ones of our community being misled
and miss educated so they can agree to be aliened beside someone without fully
understanding all that goes into being sired. This is a commitment that isn’t
just verbalized but on the metaphysical aspects you are making connections that
are long standing and even at times everlasting and are not easily broken; going
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back to fictional examples, telepathy being the ability to communicate with ones
maker without words. To be able to feel and sense said person’s thoughts
without being in direct contact. It is not to be implied that in any way is this the
norm however; the closer the ties are made the more you will find metaphysical
bonds are also fortified.
Traditionally, once the rites of siring have been established you are locked to
said person; this is why the prospecting stages are so imperative. In the eyes of
the community this bond isn’t something that can be “divorced” from easily.
You do find cases that said progeny decides to leave their household of origin
which is the right of said person however; they may NOT disavow the
commitment that was made. Similarly the “Maker” may NOT “Release” said
chylder without an ironclad reason and it must be taken to Elders and High
Elders for final approval to be deemed official. This is the only way traditionally
to “disavow” or be “divorced” from the commitment that was made however; let
it be known just because the words are said and actions are taken the bonds are
much harder to be dissolved.
To conclude, it is highly suggested if one chooses to take on chylder (becoming a
Maker) you do so slowly. So many are concerned with quantity and forgo
quality. So many take the mind set of “strength in numbers” but what is the
point if the “strength” isn’t present in those numbers. Those you choose are a
direct reflection of your character within our community. With that said, there’s
an old saying “An Army of Sheep Led by a Lion Will Always Defeat an Army of
Lions Led by a Sheep. This quote speaks volumes in terms of the mindset that
should be present when it comes to siring. When you choose to take on children
you do so with a great responsibility to not only yourself but those you’ve choose
to lead.
Thank you
Asura-MacPhee family of House Sabretooth
MacPhee
In The Blood and Dharma of the Great Way
Lord Shaolin Z. Asura-MacPhee
2nd Chair Elder of House Sabretooth MacPhee
________________
Sir Traveler P. Asura-MacPhee
Calmae to House Sabretooth MacPhee
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First Born Son of Lord Shaolin Z. Asura-MacPhee
_________________
Tempest F. Asura-MacPhee
Self-Proclaimed Ventrue Queen of Gotham
First Born Daughter of Lord Shaolin Z. Asura-MacPhee
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Social status of the Gotham Vampyric Community
What it means to be
“Recognized”
UPDATED

By
Lord Shaolin Asura-MacPhee, Sir Traveler Aura-MacPhee & Tempest AsuraMacPhee
Abani Sabretooth MacPhee
The Gotham Vampyre Community is one of hierarchical order, with a clear
“chain of command”. From ronin to high elder, and every “dark archetype” one
identifies with; everyone within this Halo falls under the “command chain” in
one way or another whether realizing it or not. For some time, the issue of
titles, status and rank has been a topic of debate. What does this all mean and
what place does or should it play in our community? From a traditionalist
standpoint, to the view of “out with the old, in with the new”, and everything inbetween has been debated for the past several years and still no definitive
answers or insight has been given in length.
In an attempt to answer as well as explain the meanings of these “positions of
authorities” we will be breaking down each level of traditional ascension as well
as explain what constitutes these social positions and what makes them
“Recognized”. In formulating The Gotham Vampyre Archives the question of
Recognition has been a focus (as per traditions) however; some may ask what
these traditions are and what constitutes “recognized” opposed to
“unrecognized” (better known as rogues). It is our personal hope that in writing
this article, it sheds some light on this topic and the traditions in which governs
our hierarchical order. By no means is this article law onto itself; many of our
written law as well as unspoken laws will be presented in an attempt on
clarifying the topic of recognition and how one obtains it in the traditional
manner.
We will begin with the term Ronins. Ronins choose to remain as solitaires with
no household affiliations however; have accepted their nature and live within
the laws and traditions of our community. By doing so ronins are recognized
and are viable members of our community who have free reign of their own
movements within the community so long they adhere to the basic traditions
and etiquette of the land and territories they reside and its laws. Many view
ronins as “free agents”. As a ronin one may join a court if they so choose and if
they further choose to become politically involved, can petition said court to
become a “Knighted Ronin” or citizen meaning they hold to the solitaire road
but, would like to become politically vested within said court; in the court
systems a Ronin may petition to be elected to positions of representative over all
Ronins within said court in matters that affect their council. Most Ronin
however; do not take up political affairs or seek advancement in the political
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realm and prefer to live the nightside life without any worries of ascension or
politics.
To dispel certain fallacies, The terms “Ronin Calmae” is an oxymoron; seeing
one cannot attain Calmaeship traditionally without being joined to a house/clan
and the only way an “Elder Ronin” is an acceptable term is when one has been
displaced by choice after attaining their Eldership and choose at that point to
become a solitaire walking alone as a “self-elder”. Seldomly you may find a
group of ronin band together out of a common interest or viewpoint. These
collectives of ronin if adopting a group identity is recognized as a “ronin gilde”
with no central leadership with all being equal to one another.
Moving forward, one of the biggest arguments when it comes to recognition is
the topic of lineage. Lineage in its simplest terms refers to a working line back
to the beginnings of our modern Gotham community (similar to a “family tree”).
Proper lineage is important in showing the legitimacy of ones own sire and
successions. By no means is this the “end all be all”, as said it simply legitimizes
the lineage-line or “Bloodline” back to the beginnings to trace and tie one to said
line. In rare occasions you may find a lineage bloodline that predates the
“modern community”; once these lines are verified, these lines are addressed as
“Bloodlines of the Ancients” which predate the birth of what’s known as the
“modern” community.
Lineage is only one factor in this equation and it’s typically established at the
onset of being sired and entering a Household as a Fledgling and new member
to this community. When a fledgling is sired into a household/clan, they
become a part of this lineage and are taught accordingly. The only “job” of a
fledgling is to learn the ways and traditions of this community; explore one’s
own nature and enjoy their experience while learning to balance out there day
and night sides.
When a fledgling is ready to move forward to Calmae it is expected that they at
the minimum have a grounded understanding of the ways and traditions of
their household and community as well are fit to mentor and lead accordingly.
The final decision in granting calmae’ship is that of the Elders of the house and
candidates sire with input from all existing Calmaes. Some minimum
criteria(which is simply a guide to go off of and is by no means a set in stone
law), candidate has been a fledgling for a minimum of two-four years, total time
in the community, respect within the community and household, knowledge,
leadership abilities, and accomplishments.
Sometimes you may hold
“positions” (NOT Ranks) within your household of paige or esquire which aid
in documentation and record keeping as well as may be looked at as “Calmaes in
training” however; this positions are just that and may be given and taken at the
discretion of house heads.
The responsibilities of a Calmae should not be taken lightly; it is more than a
“red stone” in an ankh or a “Sir/Madame” title. Calmae’s are the true “arms and
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legs” of a household; for all intense and purposes the true job of a Calmae is to
run said household while the elders leads and facilitates over the entire
household/clan. If one isn’t ready for the full load of this responsibility it is
better to look toward taking the step towards honored initiate. An honored
initiate in its simplest definition is one who has decided NOT to take on the
responsibilities of ascensions and is content where they are. Honored initiates
are those whom have chosen for themselves that ascension isn’t for them (much
like Ronin) however; remain as a member of said house under the wings of their
sire but has built their name and respect hence; being honored with a clear
colored stone (diamond) in there ankh if they so choose. For all intents and
purposes honored initiates have reached the respect required of a Calmae
however, does not want the many responsibilities that come with it.
Next in line of suggestion is the position Advisor. Traditionally, Advisor is
NOT an ascension rank; it is a calmae that is seen as right hand of the elders in
which they look to before any other in the delegation of responsibilities and
decision making. Advising-Calmae (sometimes also called head Calmae in
earlier days), are seen as “Elders in training” and traditionally do not change
their stone until they attain eldership however; it has become customary if one
so chooses to bear a turquoise stone. The Advisor position is one that allows
said person to sit in on elders meetings and give input on subjects as well as
keep a watchful guiding eye on all other calmaes if need be.
Everything that has been stated up until this point is or should be common
knowledge for most in our community and in most cases would not be contested
however; the topic of Eldership and rights to households is where the area of
heavy debates comes in. Looking at this matter as objectively as possible, taking
tradition as well as “new ideas” into account, in the opinion of this article there
shouldn’t be any gray area on the matter of Eldership and Household
recognition.
The meaning of “Elder” in the contexts of our community is someone who has
given many years of their life, efforts, leadership and activism for the
betterment of this community and has attained the RESPECT of all others to
be called “Lord or Lady” and bear a royal purple stone; one of the highest
honors in this community. Without the respect of fellow elders and the
community at large you can call yourself what you wish and claim anything you
like however; will never be looked at as anything beyond a joke and an
embarrassment to yourself.
One thing that needs to be stressed is if one has truly earned the respect that
goes along with each level of ascension and you are able/willing to be
tried/tested and can defend your knowledge; no one can ever deny or attempt to
“strip you” of said titles because it has been truly earned through respect of the
community at large. This is the point so many don’t seem to understand,
without the respect of the community as well as those whom walk this road
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before you, the title you may claim vie-it-be Sir/Madame, Lord/Lady etc… is
empty and void of true Respect.
Terms like “In House/Jr. Elder vs. Community Elder” are misconceptions and
are ways to pacify and pigeonholed for the sake
of ego and holding down. Attempting to use
such terms is disrespectful to the ascension
and rank of Elder and demeans the true
meaning and criteria of what an Elder is meant
to be. You have either earned the right to be
called “Lord/Lady” and to bear an elders stone
in your sigil by your actions, knowledge and
activism or you have NOT and if you have;
then elders whom have come before you will
“recognize” this fact and give you the respect as
their equal because it has been truly earned
and not given.
Traditionally one is ascended to Elder with the
endorsement of a majority of elders halo wide
however; considering the size of today’s
community it may be difficult to get a city wide
majority endorsement. It is expected to get as many endorsements within one’s
own “sphere of influence” as well as within the greater community to
substantiate any and all contestation; this is generally a two/thirds total vote
Halo-wide of ALL existing Halo Recognized Elders to validate Traditional
standards of Eldership.
When Eldership is awarded in such a
manner it avoids contestation due to a
majority
of
your
fellow
peers
endorsements plus it fortifies the rites of
eldership in the ritualistic ways; typically
done in a formal gathering i.e. Elders
Council, Elders Court, or any kind of
“Elders only” Gathering. One should be
nominated by their sire and elders for
the ascension and presented among a body of elders as stated above. Most of
the time eldership is bestowed by those within their own “sphere of authority”
i.e. courts, individual households and Clans etc… and is left up to a majority
vote of elders within said collective however; again it is important to understand
without a minimum of a two/thirds Halowide vote Eldership can and often will
be contested at some point making legitimacy a constant battle. It is also
customary to be endorsed or seek the blessing of the High Elder of the Halo to
be deemed fully “recognized”.
The criteria that goes into bestowing eldership is individually personalized. Said
individual should have solidified their footprint within the community that
there is no question of contestation and is expected to have done something of
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noted worthiness to leaving a lasting staple on their household and community
at large. There are basic rule of thumb criteria to go off of however; ones
eldership should be focused on the accomplishments and respect of said
candidate. Some loose criteria to go off of may be: have been an active member
of the community for seven to ten (or more) years, have been active not only in
the social aspects however, activism in terms of enriching our community
throughout the years; played a pinnacle rule of leadership within one’s own
household/clan, court and overall community. If you have chylder, model and
duplicate those in “your image” so they may carry on your legacy as you ascend,
as well as fashion them for their own ascensions. Be a beacon of knowledge as
well as be able to educate those of younger standing in the ways of our nature
and community; nothing less than acts of greatness which will serve of benefit
to the community at large for years and generations to come should be
considered for this prestigious ascension. A tradition that has recently come
about in the solidification of ones Eldership is to bestow a scroll upon ascension
in the form of an official Elders ascension ceremony. Said scroll is signed by a
collection of Elders and with the final stamp of approval from the High Elder of
the Halo himself
If the candidate is seeking to open a household, they must have a working
family or clutch/bloodline with a bare minimum of six-eight active individuals
(two-three Calmaes, one of which should be an “advising Calmae” and the rest
fledglings) for a minimum of three to four years which have been successfully
maintained as well as a proposal/mission statement of said house with all house
laws stated and any other documentation of proposed household. These are all
factors that should be considered however; the individual must be also largely
judged on their merit and most importantly must have earned the RESPECT to
hold the weight of said title and be willing to “spit knowledge” when needed.
A House/Clan can have more than one Elder within it however; even then it
comes with a chain of command. There must be a Ranking Elder which is
typically the head elder or founding elder of the Household and then descending
chairs of authority all equal in terms of holding Elderships however, respecting
the hierarchy of said organization and choosing to follow behind said patriarch/
matriarch Elder.
Just like any “sub culture” we need basic traditions, laws and etiquette in order
to move forward. Titles and positions of “power/authority” mean nothing
without the respect behind it. It is true that power corrupts but it is imperative
to know that with each level of ascensions comes a great amount of
responsibility; responsibility that should never be overlooked. Leaders of our
community have a responsibility to enrich our community for future
generations and are called to serve all within. True leaders lead with or without
titles and it is through this that true respect is earned; everything else will fall
into place in its own time.
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Simply put, ascension through the ranks is earned and NOT given for things
that are earned can never be taken. Given the Respect of the community at large
is present, the teachings and knowledge is within actions, mentorship and
leadership has been proven as well as leaving actions of noted worthiness for the
community at large it is only a matter of time until this is recognized by a body
of your equals.

Thank you
In The Blood and Dharma of the Great Way
Lord Shaolin Z. Asura-MacPhee
2nd Chair Elder of House Sabretooth MacPhee
________________
Sir Traveler P. Asura-MacPhee
Calmae to House Sabretooth MacPhee
First Born Son of Lord Shaolin Z. Asura-MacPhee
_________________
Tempest F. Asura-MacPhee
Self-Proclaimed Ventrue Queen of Gotham
First Born Daughter of Lord Shaolin Z. Asura-MacPhee
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Clans, Houses and FamiliesMore Than Terms
By
Sir Traveler P. Asura-MacPhee
Throughout our community there are many groups that have their own
missions, causes and reasons for being established. With that, they have their
own ways and terms of identifying their particular groups. Within Gotham,
factions of vampyric bodies are identified by specific terms that are also used
throughout different jurisdictions. At times some aspire to lead a group and
terms may be misunderstood and/or misused. As a result, there may be some
confusion as kin try to find their way. Many words may be used to describe a
vampyric group (Order, Temple, House etc). I will highlight the terms that are
more commonly used within our Halo; we will start with the term House.
If you refer to the lexicon, a House or Household is a fraternal or family-like
organization within the community. At one time they were also referred to as
“Families” but over time, the term House (or Household) was adopted and
“Family” took on a different meaning. A House is formed and led by the
matriarch/patriarch, also known as Elder. There are times when additional
Elders are promoted to assist with leading the House, most times with their own
faction within (what is now referred to as a “Family”) but running as one
entity.
A Household is traditionally legitimized when that Elder has been recognized by
the majority of the Elders of their jurisdiction/Halo. You will at times, have
those who will attempt to proclaim themselves and “Elder” without the proper
recognition: and as such their group is labeled a “Rogue House”. There are
different ways to establish yourself and legitimize ones eldership, but ultimately
you MUST be recognized by the Halo. As Houses are formed, natural
progression dictates that membership grows. As this happens individuals may
rise through the ranks of ascension, proving themselves to be leaders. This is
when bloodlines are born. (Note: Bloodlines are formed when a fledgling is
promoted to Calmae and are given the right to sire their own chylder. The
Bloodline name identifies ones personal line within the House) Over time, from
a bloodline a Family may be formed.
The term Family was touched on earlier, but the basic definition as it is now
used refers to a group within an established house that is run by another elder
within it. Some may say that this is nothing more than a Bloodline, as it holds a
similar definition. The clear distinction between a Bloodline and a Family are;
bloodlines are purely a “last name” used to identify a Calmae’s individual line/
chylder. A Family on the other hand, has grown from an Elder’s bloodline and
their additional chylder within a House and may not necessarily wish to
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separate. (Note: I say additional chylder because an individual can be sired by
a person and not be granted the bloodline name.)
There are some Elders that do have aspirations of breaking away from their
“Mother House” and forming a House of their own. These groups are
traditionally labeled a Clutch. A Clutch is a Family within a Household that has
made formal intentions to become a separate house but has not yet reached the
point of being able to work as an autonomous group. (There are certain criteria
that needs to be met to be considered a House) The separation of the Clutch is
known, but they still operate within and fall under the laws of the Mother
House. As these separations happen and growth continues, a Clan may be
formed.
A Clan is a group of Houses under one banner. Not to be confused with a Court,
(see lexicon for definition of a Court) the houses within a clan are normally
branches from their mother house that choose to stay connected under the
umbrella of a Clan name. They may also adopt a joint code of ethics or clan law
which all subsequent houses are to follow in conjunction with their individual
House Veils/ code of ethics. There are times however, that a clan may open its
membership to other houses that do not stem from the mother house, but share
mutual ideals.
With these clear definitions and distinctions, you will find some that may still
use these terms incorrectly. For example; a group may call themselves a Clan in
name, but when looking at the functions and inner workings they are actually a
really big House. They may be great in numbers, holding many bloodlines and
even a Family within it. But due to not meeting the necessary criteria, there are
no branches that can be considered Houses. There is a standard set for
ascension and for a Household or organization of like-format to be established
within Gotham and we hold ALL to that standard.
With that said, it is necessary for all to understand the breakdown of the groups
we are either apart of or prospecting for; as well as the terminology they use.
The power of words is a very real thing, so it is important that the words and
terms you use are done so correctly as not to confuse or falsely persuade the
decision of others. Also it is important for an individual to understand the
meanings of such terms, this way you can still make an informed decision based
on your own knowledge. More than just words, these terms are distinctions that
identify our community.
Thank you
Sir Traveler Asura-MacPhee
1st born Chylder of Lord Shaolin Asura-MacPhee
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Vampyrism vs. Parasitism
By
Lord Shaolin Z. Asura-MacPhee Abani House
Sabretooth MacPhee
The topic of the nature of a Vampyre is one that is often misunderstood and lost
in translation in an attempt of romanticizing what it is we really are. Through
the course of our communities’ history in actual day to day activities within our
nightsides many have lost sight of what the true nature of a Vampyre is and has
confused it with that of a parasite. It is my hope in this article to shed some
much needed light on this topic while giving a clear explanation to this problem.
We will first begin with what exactly the nature of a Vamyre is. Once you clear
away all fancy rhetoric giving nothing but the raw core of it you will find a
Vampyre is a highly evolved human being whom has awakened to the
realization that they are predatory beings whom “feed” from energy sources
(hence the term “Living Vampyre”); some have a “need” others do so because
they inherently can. Regardless of why we feed is irrelevant to the aim of this
article, the point being we DO feed in one way or another vie-it-be, through
means of energy, sanguine, psy., elemental etc…
The nature of a predator is to methodically “hunt” its prey. By no means am I
insinuating that we “hunt” anyone when we feed however; I am speaking on our
mindset in how you approach not only feeding but everything in our lives. In
order to live in a state of twilight between day and nightside we must be
meticulously strategic in our thought process, this is inherent and simply
transfers over to our approach in feeding whatever that may mean per
individual. If we examine a Lions hunting habits it is simple to see all of this,
you will almost never find a lion hunting in a sloppy manner or “feed” from
unhealthy sources or sources that wouldn’t be the most fruitful for the pride at
large; the Vampyre is no different in this thinking although solitary in feeding
nature. We are evolved and awakened to all these realities. When a Vampyre
feeds (again regardless of what “type” of feeding one chooses) it is not logical to
feed from unhealthy or harmful sources because in doing so you are only
succeeding in polluting yourself similarly in having a daily “fast food diet”.
Vampyres are naturally picky when it comes to source of feeding and normally
almost always go with the richest and most plentiful means available to us; by
doing so the after affect is of higher quality, vibrating in such a way of complete
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fulfillment. When we examine a parasite or parasitic habits the only similarity
is that “feeding” takes place however, the reasons are quite different.
The nature of a parasite is that of attachment to a host and draining the literal
life force from them until there is nothing left and at said point the parasite will
either die or find a new host. A parasitic relationship is one in which one
organism, the parasite, lives off of another organism, the host, harming it and
possibly causing death. The parasite lives on or in the body of the host; by no
means is this a consenting relationship. An example of a parasite is the
tapeworm. Tapeworms are segmented flatworms that attach themselves to the
insides of the intestines of animals such as cows, pigs, and humans. They
survive by eating the host's partly digested food, depriving the host of nutrients
hence causing illness.
Making the connection to how this may apply in terms of the topic at hand, the
nature of the parasite has become the dominate presence in what many call “the
scene” (the social nightlife and political aspects of our community). For the
purposes of this article I will use the term “Wraith” here end to describe these
parasitic nature. A Wraith is a word to describe a certain kind of disembodied
“ghoul-like” creature in the fictional; it is the aim of this article to unlock the
reality from the fantasy making the parallels from the two.
In the context of this article the word “Wraith” in simplest terms will be used to
signify bottom feeders (similar to the fictional “Reapers” of the Blade movies).
These “Wraiths” do not sure the physical characteristics as the fictional
depictions however, embodies its ugliness in its parasitic feeding habits; these
Wraiths whom feeds primarily off of negativity of any and all kinds, attaching
themselves like a cancer consuming its host until there is nothing left. Some
identifying character treats of the Wraith parasite or “Wraith-kind” is being the
center of attention, fanning the flames of drama and feeding from the energies
produced from negativity. So many of times has this been confused with
Vampyrism which is a misconception all together. Terms like “drama Vampyre,
Emotional Vampyrism and even Physic Vampyrism have been used in an
attempt to understand this however, again looking at the core of what
Vampyrism is, this form of feeding is not predatory in nature by any means
however, very much parasitic and primitive.
Wraiths do not care and for the most part aren’t aware of their true patristic
ways to understand quality of feeding; this does not come into effect because
there mind set is not methodical but inherent to bottom feeding. They function
on a lower vibration of energy then true Vampyres do and because of this do not
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care what source they feed off of so long as they attach to a host and drain it as
much as possible.
Wraith-Kind become addicted from the feedings of negativity to such a point
that they cannot stop themselves from being the center of it; it has truly become
a drug to them, one of which if not contently pursuing a “fix” the “withdrawals”
manifest in manic depressive behaviors. Similarly to the fictional, Wraiths are
“shape shifters” in that they can emulate and blend into any nightside kin circles
they wish to find an appropriate feeding ground. It’s important to understand
they are not conscience of what they are, and most of the time walks around
with no direction however, not being able to keep themselves out of
troublesome paths they find themselves in; this lack of understand has labeled
many of this kind with a wide range of mental disorders.
It is a sad reality that a large number of our local communities have been
overrun by Wraithkind that simply do not understand nor are aware of their
nature. Many of the “True Blood” have fallen victim to these parasitic beings to
the point of becoming jaded with the community as a whole and have decided to
vanish into the shadows, watching the cancer take hold. Once a Wraith attaches
to its host it infects it leaving this cancerous virus within it which feeds the
parasite until there is nothing left. It is a metaphorical STD in that it is a
Socially Transmitted Disease to this community and will spread and infect if we
as a community are not aware. Many aspects of the “scene” have become
nothing but a den and breeding ground for the Warith-kind to thrive.
It is my hope that in writing this article many have a true understanding of their
personal nature as well as the nature of others within our community. This is
not an attempt of negatively pointing anyone group out but to give
understanding in a very real way, clearing out the romanticism and living reality
in its place. The only real way to not contract this parasitic virus is by being
aware of it and not allowing yourself to fall victim in needless/unnecessary
situation of negativity and drama because that is where these Wraith parasites
are at their strongest.
I recall in my younger days, a sister of the Blood gave me a riddle to pounder.
“Ever see a Vampyre feed… Well how about a Vampyre feeding from another
Vampyre? Which vampyre gets its fill first and which ends up drained”… It has
taken me more than twelve years of thought and self-discovery to understand
the true meaning behind this lesson she left me pondering so long ago. The
short answer lays in the riddle itself; there is a hidden message one must
decode. Vampyre will not “feed” from other Vampyres and what is preserved as
“Feeding” in these cases is nothing more than highly evolved channeling and
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recycling of refined energies. These are done as “communion” with your fellow
kin of the Blood but no “draining or depletion” is taking place rather than
circling of highly charged energies.
This riddle she left me with was a warning. A warning to always understand all
things of the veil and to know when “a wolf is in sheep’s rags” and to know the
true reason behind what they do.
I only hope my understanding may shed some much needed light to others to
awaken raw truth and realization to our kind.

In the Blood and Dharma of the Great Way
Lord Shaolin Z. Asura-MacPhee
2nd Chair Elder of House Sabretooth MacPhee
Chief Composer of the Gotham Vampyre Archives
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"Father Vincent"
By
The Oracle

Many...many years ago...
Under midnight skies.
I've devoted my life to my children of the night.
For much love has been unconditionally given to me.
I listen to the sound of my name
spill from their lips
heard amongst the rooftops...
to sweet chanting whispers with fanged smiles.
I'm their king...
Feeling the warmth coming
from black
cold hearts.
Countless kindred to greet me with honor and respect.
With tantric energy
I watch them to
and fro with the utmost love...
In melodical merriment.
Touching them with a fatherly touch
giving them a taste of their familiar...
Such beautiful transactions will never lead me to forget.
That I am
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Their Father Vincent... Their King…

A High Elder that has dined with many sires...
Feeding others with the importance of our vampyre legacy.
For it is my passion...
Establishing our existence
That holds the keys to our Gotham history...
Our long black veil has been lifted to great heights...
How...
We were once a small portion living in the shadows...
To the point where
our evolvement has grown strong by leaps and bounds.
I seek to carry wisdom stronger than my iron fist
Yet I will tenderly...
Humbly
touch your hand with subtle softness.
Seal it with a bloody kiss...
As you search to look for yourself...
press your lips to drink
upon my chalice...
Feast within my den with the purest of darkened beauty...
My children will show you the way to how it feels to become awaken!
Under flashing lights...
monsterous beats...
Tickling your pallet with the exotic tastes
of pure ecstasy.
I guarantee that your media myths about our kind...
would be crushed as you walk inside my double doors...Fearlessly.
Devouring the pleasures that your eyes desire to seek.
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Leaving my Haven with the look of carnal intoxication.
For my house is paved with temptuous lusts
Of fetish fairies with dark wings.
While you hungrily sink your teeth into my delicious
forbidden fruit...
I'll be hearing you speak
my name along
with my vampyre children...
In the peak of your awakening of
pleasure...
For you have found a new world that was waiting for you to discover...
that lies within the deep corners of the life of
Father Vincent.
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Lexicon of Ascension
*This is a list of common descriptive terms and levels of ascensions that are
used within this Community. Different Households may use variations of their
own however; these are of the traditional teachings of our community. *
Outer Circle
Not ranks however are descriptive terms:
1. Ronin- Is a title given to those who do not wish to be affiliated with a
Household; they choose to stay solitary.
2. Initiates- This is when you have made a valid interest in a Household
and or seeking further information. You may be an Initiate for more than
one Household seeing it is just getting to know the House better before
you make a final decision. It may take anywhere from six months to a
year to move from Initiate to Prospect of a Household. Side-note: You
may be a Prospect to your prospective Sire however, still
remain Initiates of the Larger Clan and or Household.
3. Prospect- This is the introductory/trial period in gaining acceptance to
a Household. At this point you have taken the proper steps in joining the
Household which include, but are not limited to, making a valid attempt
to get to know the different members and show your overall persistence
to said House. At this time the Household may deem it acceptable to take
a further look at the seeker and one may be announced as a Prospect.
You will remain as such until your “probationary time” is up (varies from
House to House). The Prospect will be presented with a test, both written
and oral, to see if they qualify for membership. Prospects can be
introduced by Calmaes, Advisors, and Elders alike.
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Inner Circle
Levels of Ascension/Ranks:
4. Black Swan - Those who enjoy the Vampyre aesthetic but acknowledge
that they are not Vampyric in nature or has not come to its realization.
They are often friends, lovers and dayside family or those of other
subcultures who usually understand, appreciate and respect the Vampyre
lifestyle. Black Swans may join a Household however, they are
recognized as Back Swans and some limitations are imposed.
5. Fledgling - When you have passed your probationary time you will hold
the rank and title of Fledgling (which means inexperienced newly
awakened Vampyre). At this point one has now gained full acceptance
into the Households that they were invited by. As a Fledgling you learn
more about Vampyrism, The Vampyric Community, as well as your
Household. You are expected to adhere to the traditions and laws of the
Household. One will remain a Fledgling until one proves their knowledge
for further ascension.
6. Squire/Esquire - Is the embodiment of what a Calmae should be. A
Squire does not only possess the knowledge, demeanor and leadership to
move to the Rank of Calmae however, is the right hand to their Sire and
Elders meaning; they carry out much of the “leg work” of their Sire,
Elders and Household. One may think of this as a “Calmae in
training”. This is NOT a rank but a position within the Family
that may be taken away.
7. Honored Initiate
“Calmae” (Definition
of a
Clear
Stone/Diamond) - The meaning of a Clear Stone. Honored Initiate
Calmae was traditionally meant to signify a member of a Clan/Household
who did not desire the responsibility of ascension such as Calmae or
higher. These individuals cemented their position within their families
however; wish to stay as such. These individuals where honored by
allowing them to bare a Clear Colored Stone/Diamond in their
House Ankh. A Clear Stoned Initiate is NOT the same as a Fledgling
and is not to be confused with Initiates to a Household. They very much
ARE Calmae whom seek NOT the desire and responsibilities of siring
and or further ascensions beyond the respect that they have earned.
They May hold the Calmae Titles of “Sir/Madame” if they so wish and
place a Diamond Stone in their ankh instead of a Traditional Red
Calmae Stone. It is on the discretion of said person if they later wish to
sire and change their stone to the traditional Calmae stone.
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8. Calmae - Literally means the “Awakened Keeper of Secrets”. This
person has proven they possess the knowledge, demeanor and leadership
acceptable by the Household and Clan as a whole, for the rank of Calmae.
They have been granted the rank of Calmae and the privilege to sire their
own children to represent themselves and Household as a whole. You
also have the responsibility of looking over all members of lower rank
and may also play rolls as mediators. The criteria for receiving the rank
of Calmae vary from House to House and will be made by your Sire and
Head of Household. It is also at this level that you may request
promotion from the Head of House and personal sire to begin ones own
Bloodline. The right of Calmae can be granted by a pre-determined
number of Calmaes, Advisors, and Elders alike. At this rank you may
bare a Crimson/ Blood Red Stone in your House Ankh and the title
of Sir/Madame is used.
9. Paige - Originally meant to attend Council, Court and meetings. A Paige
takes notes that pertain to their Elder/Sire/Household and keeps records
for their Elders. A Paige may also write and keep paper work for the
Household, spanning on projects such as rules, history, etc… Some other
names that may also be used to speak of a Paige are Scribe or Keeper
of the Scrolls. This is NOT a rank but a position within the
Family that may be taken away.
10. Advising Calmae “Advisor” - As an Advisor you are allowed to advise
the Elders of your Household on matters such as new policies and rulings
that the Elders may want to enforce. You may also advise the Elders on
different matters and concerns that the Calmaes and Fledglings of the
House are having and also sit in on Elders meetings. If your Sire/Elders
cannot make a meeting you are allowed to sit in his/her place and make
decisions based upon the subject with your Sire/Elders permission. You
also take notes for your Elders. An Advisor is an “Elder in training”, if
you will and originally was NOT a rank and was originally better referred
to as a “Advising Calmae/Head Calmae”. As an Advisor you are allowed
to represent your family on past and current events and may bare a
Blue/Green (Turquoise) Stone in your House Ankh.
11. Elder - This is the pinnacle of respect within any and all Households. As
an Elder, you are one of the leaders of your Household and the overall
Community and as such can make rulings on your Household and help to
guide the Community. At this rank you can also form your own
Household. At this rank you may bare a Royal Purple Stone in your
Ankh and the title of Lord/Lady is used.
12. Acolyte/High Elder - This is the highest and most prestigious Rank

that one can obtain and may also be referred to as High Elder. You
must be known worldwide for your accomplishments within The
Community. Only a small handful has ever been recognized as High
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Elders, some of which are Father Vincent Orion,“Father S.T.” and Lord
Vlad. This Rank is given by the vote of the Grand Elders of our
Community. At this Rank you may bare an Onyx/Black Stone in your
House Ankh.
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Lexicon of Vampyric Terms
This Lexicon is a comprehensive but also simplified collection of terms that we
use within our Community.

Terms
Abani- An honorable term meaning “Of the family/Blood of…” For example:
“Madame Webb abani Sahjaza” or “Stephen, abani O’Mallie.”
Abbon- This term can have a variety of meaning dependent on the capacity it is
used in. Traditionally it is most often used to speak of “honorary membership”
given to Ronins or members of other Houses whom have good relations with
other organizations. This serves useful for related Households to make alliances
and show respect for each other. It can also be used for select individuals who
are not yet interested in making a formal commitment in joining a Household.
It can also be used to form connections and bridge individuals or factions to
have relations with one another as extended family.
Adra- Another word for Sire.
Ancients- This term speaks of very old members of our community whom may
pre date the “modern community” itself. These members have seen
communities of the past come and go and are still standing to share their
wisdom.
Ascension- The completion of one mystery/trial and advancing in rank, level
or degree.
Ave- Is a Vampyric salutation, which is used in writing, also sometimes used as
“Darkest Greetings”.
Awakening- Realization and acceptance of ones Vampyric nature.
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Balance/Twilight- A state of Vampyre harmony, which balances the dayside
responsibilities with their nightside life.
Banishment- A punishment for individuals who are in violation of Vampyric
traditions and laws. One who is completely “Black Listed” from the Community
and its events for a specific period of time. This punishment is set forth by
Grand Elders, High Elders and Vampyric Courts alike and may last for a
minimum of a year and a day; or complete Exile from our Community.
“Excommunicated” may also be used to speak of this punishment.
Beacon- A Particular feeling or energy signature generated by Vampyres and
can easily be detected by others of the Blood.
Beast- The primal, animalistic, bestial nature of a frustrated or desperate
Vampyre whom has not fed. It is completely destructive and if you do not
control it, you will full under its “blood lust” control (metaphorically speaking).
Bellah- Is the second Strigoi Vii Ordeal in which the individual chooses to
apply and accept Strigoi Vii as a workable philosophy in their lives through
personal application. Also refers to the individual who has completed this
Ordeal.
Bladed Ankh- The idea for this came from the motion picture “The Hunger”.
The Bladed Ankh is the most recognizable symbol of the Vampyre sub-culture.
There are many different Vampyric Ankhs spanning from Household to
Household, which are all based off of the original Clan Sabretooth Ankh that is
also sometimes called the “Legacy Ankh”. The Ankh is a symbol that the
Egyptians used to symbolize eternal life.
Black Veil- A code of Vampyre ethics and common sense widely accepted by
the Vampyre subculture.
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Blood and Roses- The Vampyric wedding ritual.
Blood Bond/Bonding- Is a rite, ritual or ceremony marking a long-standing
commitment of one person to another or of one Vampyre to a Clan/Household.
Bloodlust/Rage- This is to seek of the being out of control of your inner
predator. More times then known it is used to speak of losing control while
feeding but can also be used to denote being out of control of your inner bestial
predator of our Nature.
Bloodbath- Is one of the most popular Vampyre Drinks ever to be conceived.
It consists of 1/3 Chambord, 1/3 Red Wine and 1/3 Cranbury Juice. From this
one drink spawned the inception of many other Vampyric Drinks.
Bloodline- Vampyric “last names” of sorts, a line to denote lineage passed
down from Sir to Chylder which may grow to be a smaller groups within a
Household called “Families” within the larger Household.
Bloodline of the Ancients- A term used to speak of Orders, Clans or
Households which predate the “Modern Community” and may have their
origins as far back as the 1960’s. Examples of such Bloodlines of the Ancients
are Sahjaza and Rakoczy lines to name a few more known.
Caste- Also known as roads within the Strigoi Vii, Castes were introduced to
Strigoi Vii by the Kheprian Order.

Castes are committed focal paths

recommended to those who pass the Third Ordeal, or Calmae. This system
helps create a strong and organized Order, with all members fulfilling their
various roles within the Community and contributing to the whole.
Caninus Lupus- The Wolf Traditions which exist within the Vampyric
Tradition; these traditions are very shamanistic/tribal in nature.
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This is

considered to be the way of the Wolf or Wolf-like creatures. This is also related
to “Lycanthropy”.
Chi- Chinese word for inner energy; this is bioelectrical energy that runs
through us all. This bioelectrical energy is what many Vampyres feed off of. Chi
may also be referred to as “Prana or Pranic/psi energy”.
Chylde/r- A term commonly used to signify the apprentice within the
relationship of mentor and apprentice/ Sire and Chylde.

Depending on

tradition the word “Nadja” or “Progeny” may also be used to speak of a
Chylde/r.
Clan- Larger organizations that hold many Households underneath.
Clan Sabretooth- First Clan in Gotham Halo, which was organized as a
Fangsmith

organization

and

quickly

expanded

to

hold

many

Families/Household under The Clan. Founded by “the Fathers of Gotham”
Club Mother- Is accredited for being the birthplace of Clan Sabretooth and the
Gotham Vampyre Community. Club Mother held such legendary events as The
Long Black Veil and the Gotham Fang Club.
Clinical Vampirism- A psychological condition also referred to as Renfield's
Syndrome, in which the afflicted person experiences a psychological urge to
drink blood.
Clutch- Is a Bloodline within a Household that is moving towards becoming a
separate Household however, is not yet at the point to declare that they are a
Household. It is recognized that there is a separation from the Clutch to the
Household that the Clutch is under however, that Clutch still falls under
the Laws of the Household of origin. Some would also say a “Household in
Training."
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Council- A collection of Elders whom convene to discuss matters of
importance and put decisions to a vote. Some examples of vampyric councils are
Council of nine, Gotham Elders Roundtable, COVICA, and the SYNOD. There
are also councils of Elders whom preside over the Court systems as well.
Councilor- Also known as Kitra, Councilors serve a multitude of vital
functions within the Community, as they are more than mere advisors and
confidants. See also Kitra.
Court- A geographically based formal monthly social gathering of Vampyres
with their own ceremonies, traditions, hierarchy and memberships. A Court can
be specific to cities or be open to Vampyres in an entire state, or even several
states. Vampyric Courts are to bring different Clans, Households, and Ronin
Vampyres under the same rule; it is a way to keep order amongst the Vampyric
Community. Currently in Gotham Halo there are three active Courts, which are:
Court of Lazarus, The Society Nocturnus of Gotham (SNOG), and Court of
Barrens.
COVICA (Council of Vampyre International Community Affairs) This Councils main focus is to provide a networking system for those in the
Community.
Dark Centennials- Were the undercover Intel. of the Community however,
are no longer used. The identities of these Centennials were only known by the
person whom deployed them, which commonly were High Elders and Regents.
Dayside- Your everyday life outside of the Community i.e. job, school, home
life etc…
Domain- Is a Geographic location…i.e. Gotham Halo (NYC), Lightning Bay
(Florida).
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Dragon- The inner light or higher self can be mastered with development of
the will, meditation, dream walking, and balancing Twilight. The Dragon within
is a metaphoric name of our true self, our creative fire and our power
maintained and balanced.
Elorath- Is the collective Dharma of StrigoiVii philosophy.

This is best

described as a collective will, group mind, and group soul of all Vampyres past,
present and future. It has been rumored that the word “Elorath” is an Acronym
meaning “Eternal Lord Of Realms Aaron Todd Hoyt”.
Elorathian- This is a term for the Vampyre language. This is also better
known as “Sanguine tongue”.
Energy Vampyre- A term that indicates a Vampyre who feeds off of different
kinds of energies i.e. Sanguine, Psi, Tantric, Elemental… Though Energy
Vampyres may have a preference in feeding techniques, they may feed from a
wide range of energy conductors. Some may have called this type of Vampirism
“learned” however; these Vampyres choose to feed not necessarily because of a
need or illness.
Excommunicated- This is the complete exile from our Community. One is
stripped of their nightside name and all titles of honor. They are Sin Nomine
the invisibles who are not allowed in our Havens, gatherings, and Community at
large.

This sentence is carried out throughout the Vampyre community

worldwide hence; if you have been Excommunicated or “exiled” you are
completely removed from our ways. This punishment comes with breaking our
Traditions and Laws and endangering the Community at large.
Father- Is a title used for a male Master Fangsmith and may denote a
Founding Father of the Vampyre community. Father can also be used loosely to
speak of the ranking Elder of a Household however; they may NOT use the
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word as a title. This title must be given to you by another Master Fangsmith or
High Elder.
Family- the term “family” is used to denote a small group within a
household/clan whose head has been granted the right of passing down their
own “Vampyric surname” bloodline to their direct chylder. The difference in
terms is when you us the word “family” you are recognizing that the head of said
line is an Elder while using the term “Bloodline” is typically used when the head
is a Calmae. Also sometimes the term “Clutch” maybe also used however; the
term family implication is slightly different the clutch. A family within said
household, is a small group which carries its sir/heads surname and my NOT
have aspirations to separate from the house itself where as a Clutch speaks of
itself as “a Household in training”.
Fangsmith Guilde- Is an organization of recognized Master Fangsmiths in
which basic ethics is established in regards to Fangsmithing.
Founding Fathers of Gotham- Are the three individuals who founded and
established the Gotham Halo community also sometimes called “Gotham’s
Trinity”. This includes “Father S.T.”, Father Vincent Orion and Lord D’Drennan.
“Father S.T.” and Father Vincent Orion are commonly referred to as The Alfa
(speaking of “Father S.T.”) and The Omega (speaking of Father Vincent Orion)
of the original Clan Sabretooth.
Gilde- Traditionally is the official bridging of two or more Clans forming a
partnership, or bridge of communication. Example: Clan O’Mallie “hived” off
from Clan Sabretooth however; keeping lines of communication and bridging
both Clans together. When a “Clan Gilde” is formed it is usually the start of
something bigger, leading into the formation of a Court system or governing
umbrella of some kind.
Gotham Halo- The New York City/Tristate area Vampyre Community.
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Gotham Round Table- Is a forum where representatives from all recognized
Households, Noir Havens, Orders and Organizations who hold influence, are
able to keep open lines of communication and set standards.
Gotham Howl- One of the many tradition started by Lord D’Drennan, it starts
by saying “Huzzah!” and is often started by an Elder. Then everyone joins in to
show a chorus of unity amongst members of the city, especially in celebration or
when a resolution is agreed upon.
Grand Elders- Prominent Elders who have been around since the beginning
of the Community and who helped contribute to its history. They are also
sometimes called “Ancients”.
Grimoire – Personal journal of rites of awakening one keeps throughout their
nightside journey.
Halo- Geographic designation, usually metropolitan areas, which have
substantial Vampyric activity and a Community exists.
Haven- A Vampyre nightclub/bar/lounge or gathering place.

Havens are

neutral grounds for the whole community to gather and socialize.
Hybrid- Is a misunderstood and misused term. Most of the time it is used to
speak of the blending of two nightside kin more times than none it speaks to the
hybridization of the Vampyric and Werekin bloodlines. This has been
popularized by the fictional however; in reality no such hybridization exists.
The attempt in clarifying ones self as a “Hybrid” is due to lack of selfunderstanding of ones own personal nature and is a common mistake with
those young to the Awakening or lack of proper mentorship.
Hive- This term is used to speak of the process of branching off of. An example
of this is a Clutch/Bloodline attaining recondition as a Household “Hiving” off
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the mother Clan/House to establish itself. It is to speak of the process itself of
branching off from the main start point.
Household/Family- Fraternal or family-like organizations within the
Community. A Household is built on individuals who share common likes,
philosophies, traditions, and beliefs.

Households where also referred to as

“Families” before the word Household started being used.
House Black Veil- Is a code of ethics modeled off of the original Black Veil,
which may be formulated by a Household. This may sometimes also be referred
to as a “Covenant or Prospectus”.
“In the Blood”- Is a Vampyric closing which is used in writing, (similar to
sincerely). It is meant to be salutation from one Vampyre to another in writing.
Sometimes also used is “Darkest Blessings” or Abani meaning “of the
Family of…”
Jahira- The first Ordeal of Strigoi Vii, in which the newly introduced
individual has learned the elementary Outer Teachings of Strigoi Vii. Also
refers to the individual who has completed this Ordeal.
Keeper of the Scroll- Is the Second Age Term for a secretary of a Household,
Order, or similar organization. They are responsible for safekeeping and
maintaining the documents, historical records, by-laws, and lists of members.
In the First Age, this job was known as a Lore master or Scribe.
Keeper of the Veil- An individual within a Household, Order, or similar
organization who is responsible for enforcing the Black Veil and the security of
the Community. Most often a high level Mradu, who is a Magister or a member
of the leading Triumvirate, fills this roll. See also Mradu.
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Keys of Sabretooth- Originally these sigils where intending to be seen as
symbolic “keys to a city”. Designed and crafted by Master Metalsmith Lord
D’Drennan, there were several key designs made such as: The key to the
Underworld, key to Heaven, Key to Hell, and Key to Arcadia to name a few. The
original idea to these sigils where to be handed out when a new Halo outside of
Gotham was to be established; a symbolic bridge to keep lines of
communications open among the different Halos and territories of the vampyric
nation. Sadly however; these ideas never sew fruition in the original idea set
forth. These sigils stood in the “volt of Sabreooth” with many other iconic inner
circle Clan glyphs and sigils.
Knighted Ronin- A Ronin that is a part of a Court. The Courts have the right
to promote Knighted Ronin with a unanimous vote from the Elders council of
that Court.
Kitra “The Councilor Caste”- A formal term for a committed donor also
closely associated with the role of the concubine caste serving as altar medians
for ritual purposes however, does hold positions of Advisors and Councilors
within The Community.
Legacy/Clan Sabretooth Ankh- The original Ankh of the Gotham Halo
created by Lord D’Drennan for the members of the early Clan.
Lilith- First Wife of Adam in the Abrahamic faiths, casted out of the garden for
speaking the true name of the creator. She was made as Adams equal and did
not submit to his authority because they were made as equals. She was exiled
and roamed the forbidden lands of Nod which she concerted with Demons after
learning that God created another woman for Adam, one of which to submit to
his authority. Lilith is known to be the first feminist known in theology and
vampyricly the “Mother of the Night”. She became a Succubus (Sex Demon)
which is vampyric in its own right. Many schools of Vampyric Philosophy
worship Lilith as the “Mother of Vampyres”. Her roots go further back passed
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the Abrahamic tying her to the Pagan Goddess of Fertility ISHTAR however;
there are many whom debate no such connection is factually based. One thing
that most scholars do agree on is Lilith was the serpent in the Garden of Eden
creation story NOT Lucifer. She was sent by Lucifer to tempt Adams new wife as
revenge. She also made a blood oath to steel the souls of all the children of
mankind hence the term “la la bye” meaning Lilith be gone… As well as seduce
men to steel sexual life force and impregnate her so she could give birth to a
rase of undead. Many Pagan and Vampyric Philosophy hold Lilith as the
Vampyric Goddess and Mother to our kind.
Lycan - The cursed one….
A Greek King, Lycaon made human sacrifices to Zeus and offered it at Zeus’
temple as a meal. In his fury, Zeus overturned the table and struck Lycaon with
his thunderbolts, turning him into a wolf with a constant hunger for human
flesh. The more indulged, the further away from human he became.
In The Community they are among the newest “Were-kin”, those claiming to be
Wolf-like in nature but not wolf. Molded off of the Lycan from the Underworld
Movie.
Magnus- The host of a Vampyre gathering or owner of a Haven.
Master Black Smith- A highly trained Metal-manipulator, which designs and
produces Ankhs/Sigil’s for Households/Clans.

There has only been one

recognized Master Black Smith thus far which was Lord D’Drennan. This title
must be bestowed by a High Elder and may also be referred to as Master
Metal Manipulator.
Master Fangsmith- A highly trained fang-maker for the members of the
Vampyre subculture. A Master Fangsmith may choose to go by the title of
Mother/Father however; this title must be given to you by another Master
Fangsmith or High Elder.
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Matriarch- The female head of an Order or Household.
Mother- Refers to a female Master Fangsmith.

Mother can also be used

loosely to speak of the ranking female Elder of a Household however; they may
NOT use the word as a title. An example of this would be Lady Saige Orion and
Father Vincent Orion, Mother and Father of the Orion Bloodline as well as the
Original Clan Sabretooth. This title must be given to you by another Master
Fangsmith or High Elder.
Mradu “The Warrior Caste”- A formal term for the guardians and warriors
of the Community. Individuals associating with Mradu Caste are often highly
skilled in corporeal negotiations and mediations.
Mundane- A term used to distinguish those who are not Vampyres and have
no understanding of the Vampyre subculture.
Nightside- Your Vampyre/Community life.
Order of The Black Marble- Is a privet induction Order the “Who’s who” of
the Vampyric Community”. This Order serves for keeping open communication
for the sake of working together across many different areas of works. The
Order is dedicated to maintaining peaceful relations (The Pax Vampyri)
between all Vampiric Courts, Communities, Churches and Societies. The Order
is governed by three covenants, called The Black Trinity.

Members are

welcomed to The Order by invitation only.
Order of the Seraphim- This is an inter-directional order of peacekeeping
guardians of vampyric traditions/history. No one knows the true identity of
those of this order except those of the Order themselves. They are gatherers of
information and keepers of the Veil of their prospective Halos. They are NOT a
“shadow government” BUT very much ARE the “Shadow Guardians of the
Blood” and enforcers of our heritage. The main function of the Order of the
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Seraphim is to keep peace within their prospective Halos and keep lines open
across the vampyric nation.
Orion- The original Bloodline of Father Vincent and Lady Saige.
Otherkin/Other Kindred- Are defined as Kindred of other archetypes
(which are not Vampyres) who identify themselves as other mythological
creatures such as Dark Faeries, Dragons, Elves, White Lighters… These otherkin
are also referred to as “Therian kin”.
Patriarch- The male head of a Household or Order.
Primus- A founder of a Household or Order within the Vampyre Community.
Psi Vampirism- A term which indicates an “Energy Feeder” of a living
Vampyre. This is not to be confused Psychic Vampirism, which is a need based
situation of our practices. Psi-Vampyre are Vampyres who feeds on energy
sources without the “need” per say. Some examples of this are emotional,
sexual, surface feeding of energy “Life force”.
Psychic Vampirism- A term which indicates someone whom has a “need” to
feed for if they do not they may feel ill in the physical and mental sense. These
Vampyres drain life-energy/chi rather than blood from others. Sometimes this
particular aspect of Vampirism is viewed as “Diabetic Vampirism”; just like a
diabetic needs insulin to maintain their health so does the Psychic Vampire with
energy feeding. Technically speaking in some views, a psychic vampire (as they
choose to spell the word) is a vampire who may be have a clairvoyant nature as a
byproduct of their need based feeding.
Ramkht “The Priests Caste”- A formal term for the Caste, which contain
the leaders, scholars and scribes of our Community. This is similar to Nomaj
but more active in leadership and teaching/mentoring roles.
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Regent- Is the elected head of a Vampyric Court.
Rites of Release- The formal and official act of “divorcing” from the “Rites of
Siring”. This can only be done by the Sire’s behalf with approval from their
Elders/High Elder. This relinquishes all rights said Sire had over Chylder,
making it so as if the bonds never existed allowing said chylder to seek out a
new sire if so chosen. The chyler may leave from under their sire to move to a
different organization and or become “Ronin” without the blessing of sire (and
is the right of chylder) BUT they may NOT relinquish sire bonds, that must be
done by sire with approval. As fiction has taken from reality the words
“As your Maker/Sire I Release You”…
Must be said in front of The House, Elders, and Calmaes and once again
approved by Elders and High Elders. But just because the words are said the
bonds formed are much harder to break. Take heed, unless this is done
traditionally you may only have ONE sire and this is NOT done, for better or
worse, the bonds remain.
Rites of Siring- The formal and official act of “siring” and establishing said
bond. This must be done in front of Elders, Calmaes and Household joining to
be deemed official and traditionally comes with awarding Household Ankh/Sigil
to newly sired chylder and house member.
Ritual- Are structuralized ceremonies/rites, which may be magickal in nature,
i.e. Ankh Consecration, The Blood and Rose…
Rogue- Not Recognized/non-sanctioned “families/houses”, which function on
the outskirts of our Community. These “families” have NO bearing or real place
in our Community.

This term may also denote individuals also. Also see

Exile.
Ronin Gilde- A secondary organization in which people from different
Households find a common interest and band together under that interest. This
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is NOT a Household unto itself but a secondary organization spanning members
from many different Households.
Royal Bloodlines- Are Bloodlines (Vampyric Sir/Last names) established
directly out of the lineage and beginnings of the modern community more
specifically the original Clan Sabretooth and Court of Gotham; examples are
The Orion and O’Mallie Bloodlines. Both these lines where birthed from the
ordinal traditional lineage established. Descendancy of the Royal
Bloodlines are Bloodlines whom have come out of or have direct lineage to
said Royal Bloodline themselves i.e. The MacPhee and Malkavia Bloodline
coming out of the Orion and O’Mallie namesakes. The head of the MacPhee line
is himself Orion hence forth, creating a direct descendancy line to the “Royals”.
So true is Malkvia, with its Trinity Head, one Orion, one O’Mallie, and one
direct chylder of a founding father. These are examples of Royal Bloodlines and
Descendancies of a Royal Bloodline. There are many whom may claim with
rights “Royalty” due to being themselves children of these “Royal lines”
however; having not passed down their namesakes to their own or created
bloodlines of their own linking their “Royalty” to their own, cutting the claims
beyond themselves. Hence, the difference of hailing of the lines and being able
to claim “Royality” in terms of true Descendancey or Vampyric “birth rights”.
Sabretooth- Original Clan of Gotham Halo and Fangsmithing Company of the
“founding Fathers”.
Sabretooth V. Resurrection- The modern reincarnation Ankh of its
predecessor, the original Clan Sabretooth/Legacy Ankh. It is a tribute to the
history and tradition of the original sigil and has been recognized as such.
Sanguine Vampirism- A term that indicates a blood-drinking Vampyre. The
word Sanguine may also be used as a modifier to speak of all Vampyres by
saying “In the Blood”.
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Sanguine Greeting- Was coined by Lord D’Drennan and is the traditional
greeting amongst the citizens of Gotham. Here the two individuals grasp each
other’s hands (as in a normal handshake) and then kiss the back of each other’s
hand, a kiss on the cheek and then a hug is exchanged. In this exchange the
lower rank initiates and the senior follows with returning each jester.
Sanguinarium- Is a word used to speak of the whole Vampyre subculture.
Scrolls of Elorath- Are the basic elementary fundamentals of the Order
Strigoi Vii philosophies and all things Sabretooth-Alfa. Within this scroll
includes the Black Veil applicable to the Strigoi Vii teachings, Lexicon of terms,
and ascension breakdowns as well as a basic introduction to this Philosophy.
Seraphim- Knighted protector warriors within a Household or Clan. The
main function of the Seraphim is to keep peace within their prospective
Household and Clan.
Sheriff- Is the elected protector of a Vampyric Court and its Households. The
Sheriffs main job is to maintain order within the Court including order in the
hierarchy of the Court itself.
Sigil- May at times be used to refer to a Household Ankh however is primarily
a secondary symbol to a Household Ankh i.e. Bloodline/Family rings, pin, tattoo
symbol… This is also sometimes referred as a “Glyph”.
Sire- A term commonly used in the community for a mentor. In order to
Sire/teach others you must hold the rank of Calmae or higher. Depending on
tradition the word “Adra” may also be used to speak of a Sire.
Sired Name- Is a secrete name given to one at the point of being sired. This
name is kept between sire and chylde and should not be disclosed with the
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exception of those closest to you. Some may view this as a “middle” nightside
name and is traditionally referred to as a “True Name”.
Six Traditions- The Six Traditions of Kane is a designed copy of the Biblical
Ten Commandments for the Game Vampire the Masquerade.

It has been

adopted into the Vampyre community and molded into a secondary code of
ethics to the Black Veil. The version that is used in the Vampyre community is
NOT the same as the RPG Game and may also be referred to as “The Six
Pillars of Gotham”.
Skaven- Were-Rats are considered to be part of the Otherkin.

In the

Community the term tends to be used more as a term of endearment speaking
of park and street bums that hang around the Community. However, Skaven
are very much Otherkin as any other.
Strigoi Vii- A term that translates from Romanian to mean “Living
Vampyre” and refers to someone who follows the teachings of this form of
Vampyrism.
Synod- Governed by the Council of Nine, Synod is an international order
dedicated to prosperity and preservation of Strigoi Vii philosophy and the
Sanguinarium.
The Trials- Teachings, rites of passage, and tests that one must pass in order
to ascend through the ranks of a Clan/Household. This is to assure one has the
proper knowledge for higher ranks and knows how to pass that knowledge down
to others. This is also sometimes called “The Mysteries”.
Traditions of Cain- Cain being cursed by God for the murder of his brother,
banished into exile to roam the lands of Nod is a base story on the trinity of
Abrahamic faiths. The FICTIONAL telling of the Biblical Cain or “Kain” being
cursed to walk the lands of Nod as a Vampire came from the “Book of Nod” the
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Vampire the Masquerade creation story and the video game Soul Reaver. His
Traditions was his edict and laws for his nation of kin which he left behind.
Valkyrie “Kitra/Mradu blend”- Are best fitted to be bodyguards with
councilor/advisory traits; they are responsible for keeping the peace within ones
Household and the overall Community. They are expected to be calm, level
headed and impervious to insult, yet ready to defend others physically or
astrally if required. The Valkyrie should NEVER initiate combat under any
circumstances, and should always try to peacefully diffuse tense situations. That
said, the Valkyrie must be in some type of ongoing martial art or other selfdefense training and are well versed in the arts of love, the practice of massage
and herbalism, the mysteries of healing and the manipulation of energy.
Valkyrie must be bound by the decree of personal honor and uphold the Black
Veil and Covenant of said House. The Valkyrie are traditionally linked to an
elder, acting has “the right hand” to said elders.
Vampyrism- Although it is different for many groups it is more or less a
combination of Vampyric philosophies, lifestyle and personal way of being.
There are many teachings of Vampyrism.
Vampyre Nation- Term referring to the entire Vampyre subculture
worldwide.
Vampyre vs. Vampire- The “Y” in Vampyre, distinguishes the living
Vampyre, those who practice a form of Vampyrism and are also in the Vampyric
sub-culture/Community; Vampyres may also be referred to as “Kindred.”
Vampire with an “I” distinguishes the Vampires of literature and cinema, i.e.
Dracula, Lestat etc…
The Vampyre community vs. the Vampyre Scene- “The Scene” is a
general term for the social aspects of the larger Vampyre Community. (i.e.
Havens, clubs, events) The Vampyre communityis generally the Vampyre sub-
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culture at large, which goes into different Vampyric philosophies such as energy
work.
White Swan- Someone who cannot tolerate the Vampyre lifestyle.
Wraith- The bottom feeders within the community, the true embodiment of a
parasite which feeds directly from negativity.
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Lord Shaolin Z. Asura-MacPhee
Chief Composer of the Gotham Vampyre Archives
The Gotham Vampyre Archives has been a project
that I have grown a personal attachment, almost
like a chylder unto itself and is very dear to my
heart. Since the time I entered this subculture I
felt as if the books and documents that where
available did not hold the core of the history and
traditions within Gotham. One would find small
pieces scattered between different sources and you
would have to draw the connections for yourself
however; nothing in compilation or with certain
“unspoken truths”.
In truth, I started this project unknowingly as a
fledgling under the watchful eye and guidance of
one of my older sisters of the blood for my
personal edification and knowledge as a personal
grimoire. At that time the idea of some kind of
community magazine was being contemplated
which I assisted with under the guidance of my
older sibling watching over my movements. The idea of a “History Archiving
Book” has been a hot button topic for many years within our community; many
attempts have been made throughout the years which have never materialized
beyond the “idea of it”. The community at large has voiced that something like
this was needed but because of the magnitude of work that it would call for it
never took shape.
Councils have been formed and broken, individuals have attempted to collect
material here and there but nothing came from those attempts that stood the
test of time. I knew early on what needed to happen to make it a reality and the
magnitude of work it would take to see it done and was challenged by my maker
to see it done; thus started a five year venture of studies, research and direct
networking and countless hours of piecing together raw truth and facts. Many
of times I myself doubted if could successfully undertake a project of this
magnitude. A wise Knowledgeable elder over a conversation, give me the “kick
in the ass and confidence” I needed to commit to the endeavor and reminded
me of the challenge lead out by my own maker. Since that time, this project has
taken on a life of its own and developed far passed any ideas that where being
pondered at the time, and giving me an opportunity to take charge of its
direction. To these ends I have earned some humorous and catchy references
throughout the years as this publication took shape i.e. “Gotham’s resident
Historian, and “Keeper of the Archives/Scrolls”; the publication itself has been
referenced to as the “Bible of Gotham”.
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The Archives quickly took on a life of its own and evolved into what you see here
today and will be one of the biggest
contributions I can give to our community. A
physical embodiment of the history and
traditions which are presented in the pages of
the Archives have been forged to pay tribute to
our Ways, this sigil is the Gotham Lineage SVR
Ankh which is detailed within this book. Taking
on this task has taught me more than I could
ever say and it is an honor to offer this text to
our community. It is important to note I did
NOT “Author” this book through I did write
articles within it. I am its chief composer in that
I have researched, gathered and interviewed
throughout the years and composed a collection
of works which have been crossed referenced
and back checked more times than I can count. I
am also a firm believer in giving due credit
when it is due. This Publication would not have been if not for the support of
those whom contributed to its content as well as the tireless efforts of its editing
team and more specifically my personal Advisor, 1st born chylder and CoComposer/Chief Editor Sir Traveler P. Asura-MacPhee in which I am eternally
grateful to.
I thank you for taking the time to read through this text and hope it serves you
as it did me in composing it.
In the Blood and Dharma of the Great Way
Lord Shaolin Z. Asura-MacPhee Abani Sabretooth MacPhee
2nd Chair Elder of House Sabretooth MacPhee
Composer of Gotham Vampyre Archives
Enforcer of Vampyric Tradition and Keeper of the Scrolls
Proud and Loyal Son of Lord “MacPhee-Orion
Grandson of Lord Father Vincent Orion
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Sir Traveler Asura-MacPhee
Chief Editor and Co-Composer of the Gotham Vampyre
Archives
The Gotham Vampyre Archives is a
publication that has not only allowed me to
assist others in learning, growing and finding
their way; but I too have learned a great deal
through my involvement. I stated in the last
edition that assisting with putting this book
together has been a great privilege and has
given me much more than I could have ever
thought. This is a statement that still holds
true. I must take this moment to thank my
sire Lord Shaolin Z. Asura-MacPhee for
giving me the opportunity to have a part in
the construction and composing of this
publication.
This is a project that has helped me
understand myself as a Vampyre as well as
understanding the many viewpoints of my
kin. Allowing me to learn a little bit of this and a little bit of that, I took what
worked for me and started molding myself into a stronger individual. Needless
to say, the Archives have a special place in my heart.
At first I was just “taking a look” at some
information that my sire was sending me. I had
no idea that what I was reading would be the
beginnings of what you now have before you. Like
a sponge I asked for more; and like the teacher he
is, he supplied. When he eventually told me of an
idea he had for compiling all of this information
along with a few other things into an actual
published book, I took it upon myself to start
editing the information he had already given me.
As the ball started rolling and an idea started
becoming more of a reality, the Archives took on
a life of its own.
Over the years it took to put this together, it
evolved from a bunch of word documents to a
chronicling of our history, an accounting of our
traditions, a study guide and reference point; in
essence a vampyric almanac. Expanding beyond our Halo, we have even been
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able to assist others within our community with the words and thoughts shared
here.
As in the title, this is an anthology. It is my hope that this living document will
continue to grow alongside the needs of our community and I hope it helps
those reading it as much as it did for me while composing.
Darkest Blessings,
Sir. Traveler P. Asura-MacPhee Abani Sabretooth MacPhee
Chylder and 1st Born Son of Lord Shaolin Z. Asura-MacPhee
Chief Editor and Co-Composer of the Gotham Vampyre Archives
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